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Abstract 
Notivated by .Jones' braid group representations constructed from spin tiiodrls. 
we define a Jones pair to be a pair of n x n matrices (A.  B) such chat rhe endo- 
morphisms X4 and AB form a represenration of a braid group. \\'liexi -4 aiid B arc 
type-II matrices. ive call (-4. B )  an in\-ertible Jones pair. né  develop r lie rlirory of 
Jones pairs in this thesis. 
Our aim is to study the connections ariioug associatiori rciieiiit.~. a p i i i  iiiu&~l> 
and four-tveight spin 
method to construct 
Xomura algebras of ( 
models using the viewpoint of Jones pairs. We use ?;orniira's 
a pair of algebras from the matrices (-4. B ) .  which we call the 
-4. B). These algebras become the central tool iu t his t lcsis. 
Ré explore their properties in Chapters '7 and 3. 
In Chapter 4. ive introduce Jones pairs. We prove the equi~alence of four-weiglit 
spin models and invertible Jones pairs. We eestend some existing concepts for four- 
weight spin models to Jones pairs. In Chapter 5. we provide netv proofs for some 
well-known results on the Bose-Mesner algebras associated wit h spin niodels. 
L'e document the main results of the thesis in Chapter 6. We pprovt. chat eV- 
ery four-weight spin model comes from a symmetric spin mode1 (up to odd-gaugc 
equidence).  We present four Bose-Mesner algebras associated to each four-weight 
spin model. We study the relations among these algebras. In particular. we provide 
a strategy to search for four-weight spin models. This strategy is analogous to the 
method given by Bannai. Bannai and Jaeger for finding spin models. 
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We f i s t  give an overview of rhis thesis. In Sections 1.2 and 1.3. LW give the 
background materials on spin models and braids. Then Ive presetit a liistorical 
overview of the research on the association schemes ôt tached to spin niockls. 
1.1 Overview 
The purpose of this thesis is to introduce Jones pairs and to estend the esisting 
theory of association schernes at tached to four-weight spin models. 
We now define .Jones pairs. Given ttvo n x n matrices JI and S. their Schur 
product Jf 0 S is defined by 
( -\f *y) 8 ,  J = ,] -yt, J q 
for all  i. j = 1.. . . . n. If C is an n x n rnatrix. we define two endomorphisms of 
Mn(@).  Sc and Ac. by 
for an- n x n matris JI. K e  Say that the pair of n x n matrices (-4. B 1 is a .h ies  
pair if SA and As are invertible. and the' satisfy 
We twill show in this thesis that Jones pairs give representations of Lraid groups. 
Moreover. we will see that spin models and four-weighr spin rnodzls beloiig to a 
special class of Jones pairs. called the invertible Jones pairs. Coiise~~iicnrly. IW 
obtain a representat ion of braid group from every four-weiglit spiu niodel. This 
fact was not known previousl. 
The connections between spin models and association schenies have been the 
focus of existing research. W e  have always found association schenies intriguing. 
mainly because of their connections to a vast number of combinatorial objects siich 
as distance regular graphs. codes and designs. It follows naturally tliat Ive are 
interested in the results due to Jaeger [El and Somura [23] which sa! that every 
spin model belongs to the Bose-Mesner algebra of some association schenie. In 
[12]. Jaeger asked for an intrinsic characterizat ion of the association d e n i e s  wiiose 
Bose-Mesner algebras contain a spin model and this is the cpes tion wliicli niotivates 
the work in this thesis. 
Somura used the type41 condition of spin models to ob t ain the resul t ment ioned 
above. lé say an n x n matris -4 satisfies the ~ p e - I I  coudirion if 
and i t  is called a type-II marris. Spin models and the matrices iii foiir-ivciglit 
spin models are esamples of type-II matrices. In ['23]. Somura constructed a Bose- 
Mesner algebra of some association scheme from each type41 matris. Thia algcbra 
is called the Xomura algebra of the type41 mat ris. He also shoived t h  rver>- spiii 
model belongs to its Sornura algebra. In Chapter 2. ive generalize his cousrriicrioii 
to a pair of algebras built from a pair of matrices (-4. B ) .  \\é also stud! the 
properties of this pair of algebras. In this process. ive find new and simpler pruofs 
of many known results on the 'iomura algebras of type41 niatrices and spin niodels. 
We are now convinced t hat Jones pairs provide a natural setting for the stiitiy of 
the problems related to spin models and four-~veight spin models. 
Relyiag on the fact t hat every spin modrl belongs to its Somura algelira. Baniiai. 
Bannai and Jaeger [3] designed a strategy ta search for spin niodels. Hotw~er. the 
matrices in a four-weight spin model do not belong to their Soniura algebras. So 
Bannai. Bannai and Jaeger's method does not apply directly to four-weight spin 
models. In Chapter 6. ive provide a construction of an I n  x -Ln symnietric spin 
model from each n x n four-weight spin niodel. This construction generalizes a 
construction due to Somura in [Z]. .As a result. four-~\*eight spin nio<lrls are not 
very different from symmetric spin models. 1Ioreover. we design a strategy to find 
four-weight spin models using this newty constructed .In x -ln symmetric spin model. 
In addition to the Xomura algebras obtained from the matrices in an n x n 
four-weight spin models and the -Ln x I n  symmetric spin model. ive d l  construct 
two more Xomura algebras from the four-weight spin model. In Chapter 6 .  we t d l  
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statisticai mechanical model cailed a spin model. Jones [17] coiiatrtictetl 
invariants of unoriented links in the form of partition functions. His dehuition 
of a spin model is essentiail' a symmetric matris that satisfies certaiii properties 
such that its partition function is in~ariant under the Reidemeister iiioves of li~ik 
diagrams. The Potts model. which is a linear combinat ion of the icleritity rilatris 
and the matrix of al1 ones. is the sirnplest spin model. From the Port': iiioclei. ive 
c m  obtain the infamous Jones polynomial. 
In 1994. Kawagoe. Munemasa and natatani  [lS] generalized the defiiiition of 
spin models by removing the symmetry condition. Ke adop t t lieir defini tiou iu t his 
thesis: an n x n matrix L V  is a spin model if there exists a non-zero scalar n and 
d = f fi such that 
(1) For i = l . . .  . .n .  
(II) For all i. j = 1 .... .n. 
where d,, equals one when i = j and zero otherwise. 
(III) For al1 i. j. k = 1.. . . . n.  
They also showed chat the partition functions give invariants of clrietireci links. So 
f a .  we only know three infinite families of spin models. The firsr family ia c l i c  
Pot ts models. The second one cornes from finite Abelian groups. In [3]. Baiinai. 
Bannai and Jaeger built a spin model from each finite Abelian goitp. The third 
farnily consisrs of the symmetric and the non-symniet rie Hadaniard spin moclcls. 
constructed by Jaeger and Somura [21. 151. 
It turns out that the type41 condition for spin models is niore i~iiportaut han 
the other two conditions. In particular. the type41 condition of a spin riiode1 plap  a 
key role in Xomura's construction of the Bose-llesner algebra containing it. More- 
over. unitary type41 matrices are important objects in the study of Von Seumann 
algebras [16]. 
In 1995. Bannai and Bannai ['II gave a further generalizatioii by tlefining the 
four-weight spin models. In [13]. Jaeger normalized the partition fiinction of a 
four-weight spin model to give an inkariant of oriented links. -4 four-weighc spin 
model is a 5-tuple (Ni. U;. Ri. CC;: d) mith d2 = n and a non-zero scalar (L satisfying 
(1) For al1 Q = l... . .n.  
( I I )  For al1 0 . 3  = 1.. . . .n .  
(III) For al1 o. 3. y = 1.. . . . n.  
In the same paper. Bannai and Bannai listed sixteen equations tkat are equivalent 
to the type-III conditions of four-weight spin models. Having to decide tvhich 
equations are more suitable for a given problem complicates any analysis of four- 
weight spin models. One advantage of Jones pairs is that they save us from having 
to deal rvith t hese sixteen equations. 
1.3 Braids 
Jones pairs are designed to give representations of braid groups. so braids are 
naturally the topological object of interest here. In this section. ive pro\-ide surlie 
essential background of braids and braid groups. 
A braid on m strands is a set of m disjoint arcs in bspace joining r r i  points oii 
a horizontal plane to m points on another horizontal plane directly below rhe first 
rn points. Given a braid. Ive form the closure of the braid by joiniug tlie 1 1 1  puiuts 
on top to the m points at the bottom as illustrated in the follo~virig figure. It is 
obvious that the closure of a braid is a link. 
The following theorem due to Alesander ['?O] esplains the connection L>etweu 
braids and links. 
Theorem 1.3.1 Any link is isotopic t o  the closure of s o n e  b~aid. 
When ive stack two braids on m strands. we get a net\- braid. which ive cal1 the 
product of the two braids. This operation is associative. If we define a, and a;' 
as shown in the figure below. then it is easy to see that any braid on Ir1 strands is 
a product of ol . . . . , om- 1. Hence the inverse of a braid always esists. -4s a result . 
ive get a group structure on the set of braids on rn strands. 
The braid group on m strands. B,. is generated by al. . . . . O,. - subjecr ri1 r h r  
follorving relations: 
( a )  For ail ii - jl $: 2. 
(b )  For al1 i = 1.. . . . rn - 2. 
Given a spin model II-. Jones [KI built a representation of the braid group B,. 
His construction uses the endomorphisms. -Yit. and Ali--1 . of Mn(@). He showed 
that the trace of the elenient representing a braid equals the partition furictiou 
invariant evaluated at the closure of the braid. up to normalization. 
In summary. given a spin model W. ive can obtain the sanie link invariant either 
using the partition function or the trace of a representation of the braid group. 
Hoivever Jones pointed out a puzzling distinction between the two approaches. 
which is that the type-II condition on Ct- is needed for the first method. but not for 
the second. This distinction motivates our definition of Jones pairs in Chapter 4. 
In particular. ive do not assume the type-II condition on the matrices in Jones 
pairs. In the same chapter. ive nill generalize Jones' construction to four-iveight 
spin models. 
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1.4 Association Schemes 
In 1992. Jaeger [IO] made the first connection between association sclieiiies atid 
spin models. He showed that a spin model gives an er-aluation of t tic Iiaiifftiinri 
polynornial if and only if it belongs to a triply-regular formally self-dual rwo-class 
association scheme. Sow two-class association schemes are equivalent to strongly 
regular graphs. 'rloreover. a triply-regular ttw-class association sçhenie corresponds 
to a strongly regular graph G with the property that the neighbourhoocls of aiiy 
vertex in G and its complement induce strongly regiilar graphs. Froni tliis restilt. 
Ive see strong combinat orial properties at tached to spin niodels. 
Four years later. Jaeger [12] obtained the surprising result that ewry spin iiiodel 
belongs to the Bose-JIesner algebra of a formally self-dual association sclic~iie. 
Jaeger's profound discoveries caught the interests of resrarchers iii Algcl~raic 
Combinatorics. The. produced a series of results on spin models aiid association 
schemes. Here. we document some other classical findings of this area. 
Shortly after Jaeger announced that every spin model belongs to a forniail- 
self-dual Bose-Mesner algebra. 'iomura [23] came up with a substantially simpler 
algebraic construction of a Bose-Mesner algebra from a spin model. In fact. Somura 
showed that each type-II matrix gives rise to a Bose-Mesner algebra. non known 
as the Somura algebra of the type-II matris. Jaeger. Matsumoto and Somura (1-11 
examined further the Somura algebras of type11 matrices. and conclucled that a 
type41 matrix C V  belongs to its Nomura algebra if and only if it is a spiii model ttp 
to scalar multiplication. 
In 1997. Bannai. Bannai and Jaeger [3] found a necessary conditiou for a for- 
mally self-duai Bose-Mesner algebra ro be the Yornura algebra of sonie spin model. 
They showd that the matris of eigenlalues of the 9omura algebra of a spin mode1 
musr satisfy the modular invariance property. Cnfortunately. iw still do not have 
any may to tell whether a Bose-llesner algebra is the Somura algebra of sonie 
type41 matrix. 
Much less is known about the connection between four-weight spiu niodels and 
association schemes. The only result we knor~ is due to Baniiai. Giio and Huang 
[l. 91. They proved chat if (W1. II;. 11;. (1;: d )  is a four-weiglit spin niotlrl. rhru 
the Nomura algebras of II;. 11;. II; and 1.1; coincide. and thij  algehra is forriially 
self-dual. 
Directory 
In this section. we provide a layout of this thesis. 
Chapter 2 iays the groundwork for subsequent chapters. In Sectiom 2.1 and 
2.2. tve introduce the Somura algebras of two matrices (-4. B) and the cluality map. 
In Section 2.3. we present a useful tool called the Eschange Leniriia. Tliese three 
sections are joint work by Godsil. Uunemasa and the author [6j. In Section 2.4. 
we examine effec t s on the Somura algebras of ( .A. B) mhen -4 and B are miilt ipliecl 
by some monomial matrices. In Section 2.5. ive show how the Soniura algebras of 
(.-LI 2 .Az. BI 2 B2) are related to the Sornura algebras of ( . A l .  Bi)  and (A2. B2). 
The findings in t hese two sections generalize similar result s frorn Jaeger . Mat simoto 
and Sornwa [NI. 
Sections 3.1. 3.2 and 3.7 survey existing results about the type41 matrices and 
their Somura algebras. We present new proofs using the tools developed in Chap- 
ter 2 and they are due to Godsil, Munemasa and the author. Sections 3.3 to 3.6 
ovewiew the standard theory of association schemes. In Section 3.8. we study the 
properties of the Xomura algebras of two type11 matrices. These properties are 
used substantially in subsequenr chapters. The results in this section are joint work 
by Godsil. Munemasa and the author. 
\Ve introduce one-sided Jones pairs and Jones pairs in Chapter 4. Based on 
Jones' construction. ive build a braid group representation from a Joues pair. Ilore 
importantly. we show that invertible Jones pairs are equ iden t  to four-iveiglit spin 
models. In Sections 4.7 and 4.S. we estend Jaeger's notion of gaugc equivalence 
to one-sided Jones pairs. The results in this chapter are joint work Gcidsil. 
Munemasa and the author. 
We examine spin models as Jones pairs in Chapter 5.  In Section 5 . 2 .  we proride 
Jaeger . Mat sumoto and 'Yomura's deritation of the modula  invariance equat ion. 
In Section 5.3. we extend Curtin and Nomura's theoreni to the strongly Liyper- 
self-dualit- of the Terwilliger algebra of the Somura algebra of a spiri niodel. In 
Section 5.4. we provide a nea and shorter proof of one direcrion of Jaeger's rcsuit 
on spin models from two class association schemes. The last section contains our 
new proof. using Jones pairs. to Jaeger and Somura's constructiou of the syninietric 
and non-symmetric Hadamard spin models. 
Chapter 6 contains the main results of this thesis. In Section 6.1. Ive construct a 
type41 matrix U' from an invertible Jones pair (-4. B). This type-II matris gives a 
formally dual pair of Bose-Mesner algebras. K e  determine the dimensions. the basis 
of Schur idempotents and the ba i s  of principal idempotents for these algebras. In 
Section 6.2. we extend Yomura's construction (221 to build a pair of synimetric spin 
models. V and V'. from each four-tveight spin model. We design an algorithm to 
exhaustively search for four-weight spin models. which is described in Section 6.3. 
Sections 6.4 to 6.6 document Our observation of the relations of the Nomura algebras 
of -4, Np. V and Y. Section 6.7 documents what ive knotv about the simplest class 
of Jones pairs. Finally. ive discuss several directions of future work. 
Chapter 2 
Nomura Algebras 
In [23]. Nomura constmcted n' vectors from a symmerric type-II matris -4. He 
then considered the set of al1 matrices for tvhich these vectors are eigrnwctors. and 
showed that this set forms a Bose-Mesner algebra. This algebra is now calleci tlie 
Somura algebra of A. and denoted by ;b:+ Somura went fiirther ancl proved that 
if .4 is a spin model. then -4 belongs to its Sorniira algebra. Thiis Somiira algehras 
play a significant role in the theory of spin models. 
During Our investigation of Jones pairs. Ciodsil generalized Somura's cons truc- 
tion. Given a pair of matrices -4 and B. ive consider the set of matrices of which 
f o r a l l i . j = l  ..... n. 
are eigenvectors. We cal1 this set of matrices the Nomura algebra of (-4. B). and 
denote it by In general. the Somura algebra of (A .  B) is not a Bose-SIesner 
algebra. However it will become clear in subsequent chapters that .%[4.B is a porverful 
tool in the study of Jones pairs. 
Sections 2.1 and 2.2 introduce the Nomura algebra of ( -4. B )  and a sprcial 
function on & B  called the duality map. The results in these rwo sections provide 
technical background for Chapters 3 to 6. They also appear in the paper 16: - .  by 
Godsil. hlunemasa and the author. 
In Sections 3.4 and 2.5. we generalize several results due ro Jaeper. .\latsuiiic>to 
and Yomura in (1-11. which are in turn extensions of Xomura's results ou syninietric 
type41 matrices. 
2.1 Nomura Algebra of Two 
We introduce the Somura algebras of a pair of n 
and We study the properties of thesr 
Matrices 
x n matrices (-4. B). deiiotcd by 
algebras and a map 
called the duality map. In this section. we resist the temptation of adding dispens- 
able conditions on -4 and B. 
For any pair of n x n matrices .4 and B. their Schur product .4 0 B is the 
entry-wise product of -4 and B. That is. for i. j = 1. . . . . n.  
The n x n matrix of d l  ones. denoted by J .  is the identity rvith respect to the Schur 
product. If all entries of .4 are non-zero. then the matrix -A(-)  wirh 
satisfies -4 0 A(-) = J .  Né sa- that A is Schur ini-ertible and -4'- ' is the Si-hiir 
inverse of -4. Sote that Mn(@) forms a commutative algebra with respect to the 
Schur product . 
Let { e l . .  . . . en} denote the standard basis for P. Given a pair of r j  x i l  matrices 
-4 and B. we obtain the folloning set of n2 wctors 
. . 
{.Aci O Be, : i . 1  = 1.. . . . n } .  
The vector *Aci 0 Be, equais the Schur product of the i-th column of .4 with the 
j-th column of B. In most cases ive encounter. these n' Yectors are not riistirict . 
We define .\i;l.B to be the set of rt x n matrices for which A t ,  0 Bt, is an 
eigenvector. for al1 i. j = 1.. . . . n .  
Lemma 2.1.1 Let d and B be n x n matrices. Then the set .\:4.B i;i a rwctor space 
which W closed under multiplication. and it conta in^ the identitg matrix. 
Proof. Let M. .V E .Cd.B- For i. j = 1. . . . . n. there esist nt,, and n,, such that 
.\l .A€, 0 BE, = m,, .-kt O BE, and .v .A€, O Be, = n,, .&, O BE,. ?;oW, 
So we have .\f*V E It is immediate that .4ei O Be, is a .  eigenvector for 1. for 
a l l i . j = l  .... . n .  So I E & , ~ .  O 
We cal1 .'V4,J3 the LCornura algebra for the pair (-4. B). Now for each matrix .\l in 
iV:4,B. we use @+,4&(;\f)  to denote the n x n matrix whose il-entry is the eigenkalue 
of 3.I with respect to the eigenvector . le ,  0 Be,. That is. 
for i. j = 1.. . . . n. Ive c d  the dualicy map. \k use ro denore rhe iniage 
of .\':4.B under @4.B. The following tn-O lemmas tell us r hat is au aigchii  v;itli 
respect to the Schur product. 
Lernma 2.1.2 Let -4 and B be n x n matrices. Then for al1 JI and .Y 171 .\:4+B. 
.we have 
Proof. If .ll and .Y lie in then 
So the result follows. 
Lemma 2.1.3 Let -4 and B be n x n matrices. Then is a vector dpace in 
Mn(@) which is cloaed under the Schur product. and it contains J .  
Proof It follows from Lemma 2.1.2 that A>,B is closed under the Scliitr product. 
lloreover. since I .-Le, 0 Be, = 1 .-le, 0 BF,. i.e have 8 1) = . J .  3 
The following standard result (Theorem 2.6.1 [j] ) says that there is a basis of 
Schur idempotents for .%:*B. 
Lernma 2.1.4 Let .C' C M.(@) be a vector space that is closed under t h e  Schur 
product. Assume further that J E hr. Then Af h a  a bdg4is of Schur idempotents. 
Proof. Choose M to be a matrix in .V with the maximal nuniber of distinct uon- 
zero entries. W e  can mite M = c:=, ai++. where al.. . . .ad are distinct and 
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-4,. . . . . -Ad are 01-matrices that sum to J and satisfy -4, 0 -4, = &,,.4,. Theri the 
-4,'s are linearly independent. For any i = 1. . . . . d. the following product 
equals -4, and belongs to A'. So the dimension of A' is no less t h a i  il. 
suppose s E .' is not a linear combination of .qt.. . . . .-ld.  et .Y = j l = 1  ' B J 
where &. . . . . 3 k  are distinct and BI.. . . . Bk are Ol-rnatrices that are niiitually 
orthogonal with respect to  the Schur product. 
Since ( B i . .  . . .Bk} # {-A1.. . . . - A d }  and .C' is closed under the Schiir prodiict. 
is a set of more than d Schur idempotents in Ar. As a result. any linear conibination 
of the matrices in this set with distinct non-zero coefficients çontrnr\ ict~ the r-tioic-r 
of M. We conclude that { A l . .  . . . &} spans A*. 
For example. when A = I and B = J .  the set of eigenvectors is {el . .  . . . E n )  
Therefore .Li,B equals the set of n x n diagonal matrices. Since for i. j = 1.. . . . ri. 
ive get j ( D )  = D J  for any diagonal marris D. The basis of Schur idempotents 
of .\/;, equals { c i l T  : i = 1. . . . . R ) .  In this case, both algebras have dinieusiou n. 
We can say more about these algebras if we assume .I is invertible and B is 
Schur invertible. More importantly. Ive will see in Chapter 4 thac these conditions 
hold when (-4. B )  is a Jones pair. 
Theorem 2.1.5 L e t  -4 be an ,invertible rnatr iz  and le t  B be a Sc.h,ur inzwrtiblei 
matriz. Then the duality map @ A , B  is an WonorphWm from the algrbru .l*.4.B 
(.with respect to matriz m~ultzplication) to .tlsB ( w i t h  respect to  the Sch.ur prodrrct 1 .  
Moreover. .C:4.~3 .id a commutative algebra. 
Proof. For each r. the set of vectors 
{. .LE, O Be, : for i = l... . . n }  
is linearly independent and hence it  is a basis for @. -4s a result. for every JI in 
.&.B. each column of 0.4,s(JI) contains al1 n eigenvalaes of -11. SOK wc concliiciz 
rhat 0.4,B(.\I) = 0,4,B(. \ I t )  if and only if .\I = JI ' .  So the niap is a liijrcriuu. 
B y Lemma 2.1 2.  if .II. .Y E t hen 
It follows that JI:\. = SM. for al1 .II. S E 
2.2 The Duality Map 0.4.s 
W e  now define two types of endomorphisms of Mn (C) . They are used by Jones [17] 
to const mct braid group represent ations from spin models. More important ly for 
us. Jones pairs are defmed using these endomorphisms. so they show up werywhere 
in t his t hesis. 
Let C be an n x n matris. \\é define rwo endoniorphisms of Mt,( Cl : -YL-- and 
Ac. as follo~vs 
Sow Sc is invertible if and only if C is invertible. Similady. Ac is invertible if and 
only if C is Schur invertible. If -4 is invertible and B is Schur inrertiblr. we have 
It is rvorth noting that AB and Ac cornmute for al1 n x n niatrices B aiid C. 
Moreover. if D is a diagonal marris. t heu -YD = ADJ. Thus SD autl Ac. i~oiiiiiiiitr. 
Let .II and .V be ctvo n x n niatrices. Then tr(.\lT.Y) = suni(.\l 0 .Y) is a 
non-degenerate bilinear form on Mn (C) . If Y is an endomorphism of M,, (Cl. we 
use ImT to denote the adjoint of 1' relative to tliis hilincar forni. \ \ * t a  cal1 i t  t lu- 
rranspose of Y. It is straightforward to verify that 
In Section 2.1. @4,B(R) is defined as a store of eigenvalues of R E Ai.* .  The 
following theorem gives an equilalent definition of the diiality map winç t hc endo- 
morphisms S.4  and 'r B .  This definition helps us identif? when a mat ris belongs to 
.%AsB and it is used repeatedly in the rest of the thesis. 
Theorem 2.2.1 Let -4. B E M,(C) . Then R E . C ~ , B  and S = R )  if and 
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only rf 
Proof. Let El, = be the r2 x n marris with one in its ij-ent ry alid zero rlsewhrre. 
* .  
The set { E l ,  : 1.1 = 1.. .. . n )  is a basis for M.(@). So (2.1) holds if and orily if 
for al1 i. j = 1. . . . . n. Sow the left-hand side equals 
and the right-hand side equals 
Both sides are equal if and only if 
R (Be ,  0 .-le,) = S , ,  ( B e ,  0 .-le,). 
W e  conclude that the relation (2.1) holds if and only if S = @.4,g( R) .  
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2.3 The Exchange Lemma 
The Exchange Lernma results from the trivial idea that the set 
does not change bu sivapping -4 and B. Thrrefore A;(.* = .\h.;i. If S = R I 
then 
R Br,  0 Ae, = S, Bc, o AE,. 
which is the same as wit ing @B,,4(R) = ST and A'&\ = .\:;.BT. -4s a result. we 
have 
if and only if 
The lemma below. called the Exchange Lemma. gives a more gerieral form of the 
above equivalence. It was first discomred by hlunemasa during oiir i11vt.s t igat ion 
of Jones pairs. This result is of much greater importance than it iiiay first appear. 
It is applied at numerous places in this t hesis. 
Lemma 2.3.1 If -4. B.C.Q. R.S E Mn(@) then 
1f and only if 
Proof'. Pick any i. j E (1. . . . . n ). Applying both sides of die firsr relatiou to E,, 
gives 
T .4 (Be ,  0 CC&: = S,,, ( Q E ]  O  RE,)^, . 
By multiplying each side by e,eT. ive get 
-4 (Cei 0 Be, jef = (sT),., ( R E ,  0 Q E , ) E ;  
which is the sarne as 
So the result follows, 
Csing the Exchange Lemma. ive obtain several equivdent forms of (2.1 1. 
Corollary 2.3.2 If -4 is invertible and B is Schor invertible. theti tlrc followr~ig 
are equivalent: 
Proof By Theorem 2.2.1 and the Eschange Lemma to i 2.1). Conclitiou ( a )  holds 
if and only if 
Taking the transpose of both sides yields (b) .  So ( a )  and ( b )  are e q u i d m t .  More- 
over ive can irrite (2.1) as 
Applying the Eschange Lemma gives ( c ) .  Lastly. we obtaiu i cl 11y takiiig rlir 
transpose of each side of (c ) .  -4s a result . Conditions (a).  ( c )  ancl i cl i are rciui\alriir. 
E 
.Assuming d l  diagonal entries of -4 are non-zero. we use Corollary '2.3.2 ( b )  to ger 
an explicit formuia of @,1,8 -411 equivalent forms of Equation (2.1) giïe forniiilac 
of On,*. We choose this particular one because we 1131 use it iii tliv pruof of t lit. 
modular invariance equation in Section 5.2. 
Lemma 2.3.3 Let -4 and B be n x n matrices. and l e t  R E . L i s B .  If -4 nrid -4 0 I 
are invertible and B is Schur invertible, then 
By taking the transpose of each side. w e  have 
Since AT 0 I = -4 0 I is a diagonal matris. the left-hand side eqtials i -4 o I i ( S o B i. 
Hence ive get 
2.4 Transformations of (A?  B) 
Two matrices -4 and C are monorniallj- eytiiralent if C = .\1.-1.\'. whrre .II aiid .Y 
are products of permutation matrices and diagonal matrices. When .-I is a type-II 
matris. Jaeger. >Iatsumoto and Somura esamined the the relat iou Iwtwren tlie 
Xornura algebras of the pairs (-4. A ( - ) )  and (C. CI-)). (see Propositiori 2 and 3 in 
[Ml). In this section. ive estend their result to .k*.4~3 for any pair of r i  x 1 1  niatrices 
( A .  B) .  
As we will see in Sections 4.7 and 4.8. if ( .-II. BI ) and ( .-II. B2 ) are gtiage equiv- 
dent  invertible Jones Pairs. then .-II and -& are monomially equi~alent . and so are 
B1 and Bz. So the folloiving lemmas tell us how the Nornura algebras of gauge- 
equivalent invertible Jones pairs relate to each other. 
Lemma 2.4.1 If D. E and F are invertible diagonal n x n matrices. tlren 
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Proof. Since D (Bo Cl = (DB 0 C). we have 
which implies the lemma. 
Lemma 2.4.2 If P. Q and R are n x n permutation matrices. theti 
If Q E ,  = E l <  and Re, = e,~.  we get 
So the first equality of the lernrna follow. Noreover. O.4.s ( -11) ,, = ( QT @ A . B  ( JI) R),,, . 
and the second equali ty holds. Cl 
2.5 Tensor Products 
We use ij to denote both the Kronecker product of ttvo matrices and the teusor 
product of two algebras. The next lemma generalizes Proposition 7 in [ H I .  due to 
Jaeger. Yatsumotc and Xomura. In particular. we will use this lemma in Section 4.1 
to show that the tensor product of two Jones pairs is also a Jones pair. 
Lemma 2.5.1 Let .-Il! B1 E M,(C) and .A2. B2 E M,(C). I f . - l i .  ;LI are riiurrtrblr. 
and Bi. B2 are Schur invertible. then 
and 
Proof. Since { e ,  5 eh : i = 1.. . . . m and h = 1.. . . . n )  form a basis for Pu'. ive 
can wite  the eigenvectors for the matrices in ,C:4, ,B, SB, as 
for al1 i. j = 1. . . . . m and h. k = 1. . . . . n.  This implies if .ll E and 
X E then .CI 6 N E icl 9.d2 ,Bi @B2.  Consequently, 
Yow Ai @ .A2 is invertible and B1 B2 is Schur inverti ble. By Theorem 3.1 .S. we 
have for i = 1.2, dimN',,Bi = dim.ci,g,  and d i m ~ A 1 8 A 2 , B i O ~ 2  = dim~410,42 ,BlbB2.  
-1 '! It is sufficient to show that ,,2,,lz,2 and A>, ,BI .; .t have the same 
dimension. If the Hermitian product of the two eigenvectors 
and 
is non-zero. then they belong to the same eigenspace of M. for ail .II in . C i ,  S.+& v ~ ,  . 
Thus 
But the Hermitian product of those two eigenvectors equals 
and so the ( ( i l .  h l  ), (jl, kl ) )  and ((i?. h,). ( j2. k2)) entries of a Schur idempotent of 
' I  Ai41 ,,2,B1,3& equd to one if and only if there exist a Schur idempotent F in .\;~'l,BL 
and a S c h u  idempotent G in ,Y>2,B2 such that 
In other words. the set of matrices Fr 9 Gs, for all Schur idempotents Fr of 
.Y4, and dl Schur idempotents Gs of ,vi, ,B2, forms a basis of Schur idempotents 
for ,Bi 0B2. SO the result follows. 0 
Chapter 3 
Type-II Matrices and Nomura 
Algebras 
Jaeger. Matsumoto and Yornura shoaed in [14] that the type41 conditiori of a spin 
model is sufficient for the existence of a Bose-Mesner algebra containing the spin 
model. Further. they proved that a type-11 matris belongs to its Xomura algebra 
if and only if it is a spin model up to scaiar multiplication. If a matris satisfies the 
type-II condition of a spin model. tve cal1 ir a type41 matris. 
Since the type-II condition plays a crucial role in the connectioa of spin rnodels 
to Bose-Mesner algebras. we feel obliged to give a detailed treatment to type-II 
matrices and their Yomura algebras. see Sections 3.1. 3.2 and 3.7. Most results 
in these sections are originally due to Jaeger. 'ilatsumoto and Somura in [l-l]. 
However. we present net%* proofs. using the tools developed in the previous chaprer. 
given by Godsil. Munemasa and the author in [6]. Sections 3.3 to 3.6 co~isist of 
the standard t heory of Bose-Mesner algebras and association schenies. Section 3 -5 
examines the Nomura algebra of a pair of type-II matrices -4 and B. This section 
gives the foundation for the theory of invertible Jones pairs in Chapters 4 and 6. 
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The results in Section 3.8 also appear in [6]. 
3.1 Type-II Matrices 
If an n x n Schur-invertible matrix -4 satisfies 
ive cal1 it a type-II matriï. In other tvords. -4 is a type41 matris if and only if 
-4-1 - n - t * $ - ) T  
or equivalent ly. for i . j = 1. . . . . n . 
Sote that Equation (3.1) is equivalent to the definition of type41 matris in Sec- 
tion 1.1. Also note that -4 is a type41 matris if and only if AT is also type II. 
Suppose -4 is a type-II matrix. If Di and D? are invertible diagonal rnatrices. 
then 
Therefore DL.4D2 is also a type41 matrix. Similarly. if Pl and Pz are permutation 
matrices. then 
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and Pl.4Pz is a type41 matrix. Sote that -4. P1.4Pr and Di.ïDr are monornially 
equivaient. The relation between the Somura algebras of two mononiially equiia- 
lent matrices is discussed in Section 3.4. 
Example 3.1.1 Lé list al1 type41 matrices of orders two to five. up to nionoriiially 
and 
For details. please see [14] and [24]. 
1 -1 -1 1 . for any non-zero comples nurnber A. 
for q a fifth-root of unity. 
The Kronecker product of two type-II matrices is aiso type II. So t h e  esist 
infinitel- man- t y p e 4  matrices. Some significant esamples are spixi 1iiodr.1~ aiid 
four-weight spin models. Furthemore. if a matrix is unitary and all its entries are 
roots of unity. then it is type II. These matrices are objects of interest in the theor- 
of Von Seumann algebras [16]. 
3.2 Nomura Algebras of a Type-II Matrix 
Godsil [SI observed the following condition on ;t;\,.41-1 that is equivalrlent to -4 being 
type II. 
Lemma 3.2.1 Let -4 be 60th Schur inuertible and invertible. Theri -4 is t gpe  II if 
and only if J E .l,,,l-i . Moreouer. O.-,,.4+, ( J )  = n l .  
Proof. Assume J E -, . For each j = 1. . . . . n.  the set 
is a basis for @ consisting eigenvectors of J .  Sow .-LeJ 0 .l(-k, ecluals 1. the vector 
of al1 ones. which is the only eigenvector of J with non-zero eigennlue. So we 
conclude t hat 
That is. for al1 i. j = 1.. . . . n. 
and -4 is type II. 
The converse is straightforward. 
Following existing conventions. we use . C i .  3:; and @;i to stand for .\,.,,-, . 
*,y 
.4..-1(-1 and 8-4,-4i -1 respec tively. 
Theorem 3.2.2 Let -4 be a type-II matrix. If R E then @4(RI E .\:rr and 
Be4r(OS4(R)) = n R T .  
Proof Letting B = A(-) in Corollary 2.3.2 ( c ) .  ive have R E and S = O+-,( R )  if 
and only if 
which is the same as 
l(d4-L ) ( - )  -Y.4-1 AR = -YsAb4~-Y,4-~ 
Since -4-1 = n-L..l(-)T. we can rewrite the above as 
n A d T A Y ; ( ( - ) t l R  = -ysA.4~-x,4i-i~. 
Applying the Exchange Lemrna. we get 
By Theorem 2.2.1. we conclude t hat S belongs to and ( S ) = n R'. a 
Corollary 3.2.3 If A U a type-II matriz. then .%> = x4r and ;V:, = ;$[+ More- 
over. R E if and only if RT E .W.. 
Proof. -4pplying Theorem 3 . 2 2  to the t>-pe-II marris -4. rvr ger .\?' 2 .\:, r . Siiict* 
is also type II. so A:':;, By Theorem 2.1.5. 
~lirn.\;~ = dirn.\l. and dirn.\lr = dini .\';T. 
As a result. we get .C: = .C;T and A:, = A i .  
The second part of the corollary follows from Theoreni 3.2.2 and rlir f i t c  t t liat 
ei y" = J i 4  . C 
We deduce from Theorem 2.13 and this corollary that is a coniniiiratiw 
algebra (with respect to marris multiplication) containing I and J which is closecl 
under the Schur product and the transpose. An algebra wit h al1 these properties is 
called a Bose-Mesner algebra. We introduce the theory of Bose-llesner algehras in 
Section 3.3. 
Theorem 3.2.4 If -4 ts a type-II  matriz. then both .CL and .Ca; are Bose-Mesner 
algebrcu. Cl 
Lemma 3.2.5 If -4 is a type-I l  matriz and if R I .  R2 E then 
and 
Proof. The first equation follorvs direct- from Lemma 2.1.0. From the equality 
.+[a = &'",. there exist SI and S2 in .4(4r such that @,r(S,) = R,. for i = 1.2. 
The second equation follows from Theorem 3.22 and the cornmutativity of .\:.\r. 
O 
We have shown that the duality map O.4 interchanges the Scliur procliict niiJ 
the matrix multiplication. lloreover. the following lemma shows t hat O ,4 a i id  t lie 
transpose map commute. 
Lemrna 3.2.6 Let -4 be a t ype - I I  m a t m .  If R E then El4( R') = &(  R)'. 
Proof. Let S = O.4 ( R).  By sett ing B = .-LI-) in Corollary 2.3.2 ( b). we get 
So by Theorern 2.2.1. we get @.4(RT) = @4(R)*. 
3.3 Association Schemes and Bose-Mesner Alge- 
bras 
-4 Bose-Mesner algebra is a finite dimensional vector space of rl x n niatrices rhar 
is closed under the transpose. the Schur product and the matris niiiltiplicatioxi. 
Ir is conimutative with respect EO the matrix multiplication and it conraius I a ~ i d  
J. The Xomura algebras of type41 matrices are Bose-Nesner algebras. A s  we 
see in this section. Bose-Mesner algebras are equ iden t  to association schenies. 
.Association schemes can be viewed as partitions of the complete graph on n vertices 
into directed graphs that sarisfy some regular conditions. Sections 3.4 to 3.6 s e r w  
as an introduction to rhe theory of association schemes. For further infortiiritioii on 
association schemes. please refer to [SI. 
In this thesis. tve choose to give the definition of association schenies in ternis 
of matrices. An association scheme on n elernents with d classes is a set of r i  x n 
01-matrices A = {Ao. . . . . Ad) that satisfies the following conditions: 
C. -4: = =lit. for some i' E {O.. . . . d }  
d. There exist non-negative integers such that for d l  i. j = O.. . . . d. 
If -4: = -4, for i = O. . . . . d. ive say that A is a syrnnietric association scheiiie. 
Let B be the span of {Ao. . . . . &). Condition ( b )  says that -4, 0 A, = &,;L, for 
al1 i. j = 1. . . . . n. Hence 13 is closed under the Schur product . Conditions (d i  
and (e)  tell us that B is closed under and commutative with respect to r lie niatris 
multiplication. ?;ow the set { . - I o . .  . . . -Ad}  is a basis of Schur idenipoterits for Li. 
Uïth  the first three conditions. we know that G is also closed under the rranspoee 
and it contains I and J. Consequently. ive get a Bose-Mesner algebra of diniension 
d + 1 for each association scheme with d classes. 
inmi- Conversely. by Lemma 2.1.4. we knoa that any Bose-Mesner algebra of d' 
sion m has a basis of Schur idempotents &.. . . .A,+ It is sta~idard resiilr rhar 
the properties of a Bose-Mesner algebra enforce conditions ( a )  to ( e  j to hold for 
--lo.. . . . -qm-lS 
3.4 Examples of Association Schemes 
i ve  list examples of association schemes that often appear in the contest of spiri 
models and four-weight spin models. 
The simplest esample is the trivial scheme A = { I .  J - I } .  Its: Bose-lles~ier 
algebra contains the Potts model. 
This family of association schemes has the most number of classes possible. Let 
S be a finite Xbelian group and n = 1x1. For each 2 E S. define the n x n 
(-&L&, = &:. 
These n permutation matrices form an association scheme with n - 1 classes. cailed 
the Abelian group scheme of S. Bannai. Bannai and Jaeger shon-ed in [3! t har the 
Bose-klesner algebra of an Abelian group scheme always contains a spin niodel. 
The last examples are two association schemes with 
frorn a Hadamard matrix. Let H be an n x n Hadamard 
J - H  J + H  
J - I  J - I  
J - I  J - I  




J -  I 
J - I  
J - H  
D 




J - I  
J - I  
form a synmetric association scheme on 3n elements ivith four classes. 
Replacing the last two matrices above by 
J + H  -
2 




J - H  
O 
O 
J - H  
2 




ive obtain a non-symmetric ~ s o c i a t  ion scheme wit h four classes. 
J + H  - 
) - 




In [lj]. Jaeger and 
?iomura const ructed symmetric and non-synmetric Hadamard spin models . They 
are contained in the Bose-Mesner algebras of the above schemes. respectivel. 
3.5 Idempotents and Eigenvalues 
Let B be a Bose-'olesner algebra of an association scheme with (1 classes. Silice the 
matrices in Li are normal and the' commute with respect ro the riiatris tiiitltiplica- 
tion. t hey are simultaneously diagonalizable. Therefore B has a Lasis { Eu. . . . . Eti} 
such rhat El is the orthogonal projection onto the i-th conimon eigeuspace of tlir 
matrices in B. So we have 
y Ek = 1. and EtEj = d,,,E,. 
for al1 i. j = 1. . . . . n. The E,'s are called the principal idempotents of the associa- 
tion scheme. 
By the definition of the principal idempotents. there esist comples ~iiimbers 
p i ( j ) ' s  S U C ~  that 
for dl i. J = O. . . . . d. The numbers p, ( j 1's are the eigenvalues for the Scliur idem- 
potents. Define P to be the matrix whose ji-entry equals p , ( j ) .  Né cal1 P the 
matrix of eigendues of the association scheme. Sow. for each i = O . .  . . . d. we can 
Similady. if me let Q = n P-'. then for each i = O . .  . . .d. 
Sote that E, O -4, = n-'Q,,,A,. The entries of Q act like the eigen~alues of Et n-itli 
respect to the Schur product. Hence we name Q the matrix of dual eigeritaltirs of 
the association scheme. 
3.6 Dualities of Association Schemes 
By Theorem 3.2.4. if -4 is a type41 matrix. then .\ifc and . t i r  are Bose-'\lemer 
algebras. Moreover. the map : .V4 + .b:4r satisfies 
In general. a duality between two Bose-Mesner algebras Bi and B2 is an inwrt- 
ible linear map ik : B1 -t B2 that satisfies 
We say that the Bi and B2 (or their corresponding association schemes) are formaliy 
dual to each other. -4s ive have seen in Section 3.2. Nomura's construction provide 
an abundant source of formally dual pairs of association schemes. 
When Bi = B2 and Q 2 (  M) = d l T .  ive say that Bi is formally self-dual. In this 
case. 8 maps the basis of Schur idempotents of B1 to its basis of principal idempe 
tents. It is possible to order the Schur idempotents and the principal idempotents 
so that the matris of eigenvalues P is the matris of ik with respect to the basis of 
Schur idempotents. If T is the matrix of the transpose with respect to the basis of 
Schur idempotents. then we have P2 = nT. 
The duality map and the rnatris of eigenvalues of the Somura algebra of a spin 
model are crucial in the derivation of the modular invariance equation. K e  present 
this in Section 5.2. 
3.7 Infinite Families of Type-II Matrices 
I k  record four families of type-II matrices in this section. Eacb of these type41 
matrices is monomially equiident to some spin model. 
The first example is the simplest farnily of type41 matrices. Let -4 = t I i ( J  - I )  
for some non-zero scalar t .  Then 
Therefore -4 is type II if and only if t + t-l - 2 + n = O. For each n 2 3. the solutions 
to the quadratic equation give wo type41 matrices contained in the Bose-LIesner 
algebra of the trivial scheme on n elements. 
!iow for any distinct i and j not equal to 1. 
ivhich is non-zero when n # 4. That is. when n # 4. no two wctors from 
are orthogonal to each other. So. they al1 lie in the same eigenspace. Hence the 
matrices in A=\ have at most ttvo eigenspaces. one spanned by the T I  - 1 vecturs 
listed above and the other spanned by the vector .-lel 0 A%, . This implies that 
al1 matrices in A':, have at most two distinct entries and therefore A::, = spanll. J 1. 
By Corollary 3.2.3. we have .\i:; = ;&r. But -4 is symmetric. so ive conclude t hat 
. C i  = A:'T is the Bose-'rlesner algebra of the trivial scheme. 
When n = 1. we have A = - I + ( J -  I )  and it is shown in Section 3.3 of (141 that 
.Ci is the Abelian group scheme for Z2 x Z2. Finally. the Potts model is clefined to 
be ü l . 4  where ifJ = - t .  and it is easy to see that A E A'+ 
The second example cornes from finite Abelian groups. It is documented in 
Section 5.1 of [Ml. Let S be a finite Abelian group and let As denotes its Abelia~i 
group scheme. For any z. y E S. ive have .4JY = .A,+,. Therefore the ent ries 
of the matrix of eigenvaiues satisfy P,,,P,,, = P,.,,,. Thus each row of P is a 
character of -Y which implies P is a typeII  matris. It is shown in Section 5.1 
of [l4] that .V$ = As. However. in general. fi may not q u a 1  .C; aud i t  niay 
not contain P. Further. if S is a cyclic group of order n. we define to have 
2 
entries kt;,, = &(=-Y) for some R-th root of unity d. Then 11- is syninietric and 
Ci* E kW = .-ls This matrix is a spin model. 
.An n x n {1. - 1)-matrix H is called a Hadamard rnatrjx if H H* = n 1. Since 
= H(-1'. Hadamard matrices form an infinite family of type-II matrices. Using 
easy counting argument. when n > 12 and n a 4 mod S. iG is just the span of 
{ I .  J )  (see Section 5.2 of [14]). 
In [l 51 and [XI. Jaeger and Xomura constructed two -In x -Ir1 spin iiiodels ( hrnce 
type-II matrices) from each n x n Hadamard matris H. We i d 1  provide a new 
proof that they are spin models in Section 5.5. For now. we focus on their type-II 
propertc Let .-l be an n x n Potts rnodel. that is. -4 = -u31 + ü ' ( J  - I )  with 
( u2 + u - ~ ) ~  = n.  For each c E (1. - 1) and being a fourth root of e. the niatris 
is a type-II matrix. 
The Bose-Mesner algebras of the symmet ric and non-syninie t ric association 
schemes in Section 3.4 contain W; and I K , .  respectively. In general. the Xo- 
mura algebras of these t y p e 4  matrices are not equal to the Bose-'llesner algebras 
of the four-ciass association schemes described in Section 3.4. For instance. when 
n = 4. u = -i and 
AhiM; h a  dimension 16. 
3.8 Nomura Algebras of Two Type-II Matrices 
We examine the case where -4 and B are type-II matrices. and study the interactioris 
among the algebras .'\:4,B. . V ~ , g .  C i .  A ~ T .  and .\;T. This section lays the 
groundwork for Chapters 4 to 6. 
Theorem 3.8.1 Let -4. B and C be n x n t y p e - l l  matrices. If F E .\:i.B ntid 
G E .l&l,c. then F 0 G E .\;<,c and 
rvhich is equivalent to 
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which becomes 
Multiply the left-hand side of Equation (3.2) by &T .YC(-I~ AG and multiply its 
right-hand side by ,T ABr .Ys-i . This gives 
which simplifies to  
Hence 
By Corollary 2.3.2 (c).  ive get 
( F O G) = n-' ( F'G')~. 
T herefore 
Lemma 3.2.6 is a special case of the next lemnia. 
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Lemma 3.8.2 Let -4 and B be n x n type-II matrices. If R E therr 
R' E .Iv:,i-1 . and @ , w ~ ~ - , (  R ~ )  = O.B( RI. 
Proof Let S = R).  By Corollary 2.3.2 (b). ive have 
- y B ~  'L,<-YRf = A s ~ - y B ~ l , i  
which can be rewritten as 
Sow BB-* = n - ' B ( - )  and using the Eschange Lemma. we obcain 
So the result folloivs by Theorem 22.1. il 
The next two t heorems are easy consequences of Theorerri 3.S. 1. Tliry describe 
some interactions among the maps and Os. 
Theorem 3.8.3 Let .I and B be R x n type-II  matrices. If F E C; E . L i . B  
and H E :t'B. t h e n  F 0 G. and G o H belong to $ 4 . ~  and 
Proof. The first equation results from applying Theorem 3.8.1 to the matrices 
(A. A(-). B).  
Applying the same theorem to ( -4. B. B). we find that 
because O s ( H )  = O B m B i - ) ( H )  = E)B(- i ,B(H)T.  Cl 
Theorem 3.8.4 Let -4 and B be n x n type-ll matrices. If F. C; E thrtt 
F 0 GT E n A i  and 
- Proof. By Lemma 3.8.2. we know Gr belongs to ,Cii-i,;ii-l - .t&l,B,-i. By 
applying Theorem 3.5.1 to the matrices (A.  B. A(-)) .  we get 
Csing Lemma 3.8.2 again. ive see that 
Hence the first equat ion holds. 
W e  now apply Theorem 3.8.1 to the matrices ( B J .  B(-1). and obtain 
The following is an important consequence of Theorems 3.5.3 and 3.S.4. Ir 
implies that if .%:4,B contains a schur-invertible matris. then ALwB. A';.+ .\:+ .\'B. 
A ~ T  and G r  have the same dimension and = A.8. 
Theorem 3.8.5 Let A a n d  B be n x n type-II matrices. If cotitaitis a S&t- 
invertible matriz G and H = @,i,B(G). then 
b. &TH = and .%':4,B HT = &T. 
Proof. By Theorem 3.5.3. we have G 0 .VI4 Ç and G 0 .\;\ E .l:4.B. Since C is 
Schur invertible. the dimensions of .\i, and hi are less than or equal to di111 .\,l,B. 
Similady. Theorem 3.8.4 implies GT 0 .V'4,-l.B is a subset of .4i"' and -1;. The Scliitr- 
invertibility of GT implies thar the dimension of .Iv:4,B is less t han or eqital to the 
dimensions of hrA and Ab. .As a result. Ive have .V4 = & = GT 0 .l:.,,B and 
G 0 .%:.4 = .1v:4,B. 
By the h s t  equation of Theorem 3.5.3. we have .Q:4~ H C Since me have 
.Y~J  = G 0 for any -11 E x4,g. there exists .IIt E i\i4 such that JI = JI' 0 G. 
It follows from Theorem 3.8.3 t hat 
As a result. we have :l(!4,g C NA+H and the first part of (b)  follows. 
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Similarly. the first part of Theorem 3.S.1 implies that .\';.BHT C .\:4~. Becausr 
.\i4 = GT 0 ,%ieB, for dl .Y E .C:+ there exists .Y' E .1:4.B such that .Y = S' o Gr. 
It follows from the first equation of Theorem 3.8.4 t hat 
So ;V;.p C HT and ive have proved the rest of (b) .  
Csing the same kind of argument. the second equations of Theorenis 33 .3  and 
3.S.4 imply that ;C'ImB = H.C&T and .l.g~ = H ~ . \ ~ : ~ . ~ .  respecti~ely. Cotiseqiiently. 
Since ;V4 is closed under the transpose. part (a) of this theorem tells us that if 




Given an n x n symmetric spin mode1 Il-. Jones [l;] defined endoniorphisnis of 
@ :: @" . -Yic- and Ait., -, . t hat provide a braid group representation. 111 Section 3.5 
of the sarne paper. .Jones quest ioned the necessi ty of the type41 condi t iori on I I * for 
the representation to give a Link inlariant. This question moti\ates us to coiisicler 
Jones' braid group representat iou wi t hout assuming type-11 condit ion. i v e  esteud 
Jones' idea to use endomorphisms .& and AB. where B may not q u a 1  .W. Jones 
pairs are defined in this process. 
CVe devote this chapter to develop the theory of Jones pairs. We introduce 
Jones pairs and a weaker version. called one-sided Jones pairs. in Sectious 4.1 and 
4.2. In Section 4.3. Ive discuss the braid group representations obtained frorn Jones 
pairs. In the remaining sections. we focus on the effect of the inwrtibility of B 
in a one-sided Jones pair (-4. B). An important consequence is the equinlence of 
invertible Jones pairs and four-weight spin models. In the last section. we reprodtice 
Jaeger's results on gauge equi\alence with weaker assumptions. Except for the three 
corollaries in Section 4.5. due to the author. all results in this chapter are joiut work 
by Godsil. Munemasa and the aut hor (61. 
4.1 One-Sided Jones Pairs 
.-\ pair of n x n matrices (A.  B )  is a one-sided Jones pair if both -Y1 and AB are 
invert ible and t hey sat isfy 
Equivalent to the definition in Section 1.1. tve say that the pair ( -4. B ) is a Jozies 
pair if (-4. B )  and (A.  B=) are one-sided Jones pairs. 
Bq. Theorern 2.2.1. an invertible matrix -4 and a Schur-invertiblr rilatris B forni 
a one-sided Jones pair if and only if 
The pair (1. J )  is an obvious example of one-sided Jones pair. It is in fact a Jones 
pair because J is symmetric. 
Csing the eigenvector approach. if -4 is invertible and B is Schur-inverrible. then 
( A .  B) is a one-sided Jones pair if and only if 
.4 (.-le, 0 Be,) = B i ,  (.kt 0 Be,). 
for d l  i. j = 1.. . . . n.  The P-th entry of both sides equal 
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Moreover. if (-4. B) is a Jones pair. replacing B by in Equation (4.2)  giws 
Let LC' be a spin model with loop variable d. Then the type411 condition of I I '  
which is exactly Equation (4 .2)  with -4 = d-'li' and B = II'(-'. -4s a result. al1 
spin rnodels give one-sided Jones pairs. 
Let ( LC; . CI:. Ci;. CC;: d )  be a four-iveight spin model. Then its type-III condi- 
tions are 
These equations are the same as Equations (4.2) and (4.3) with -4 = cf-' 1.1; and 
B = Pt>. respectively. So ive obtain a Jones pair from e v e q  four-meight spin niodel. 
In addition. ive can build Jones pairs using Kronecker product. Suppose (-4. B) 
and (A'. B') are one-sided Jones pairs. By Lemma 2.5.1. ive have 
From the proof of this lemma. ive see that the eigenvectors can be ivritten as 
Hence (-4 2 A'. B 5 BI) is also a one-sided Jones pair. .As a result. rlierr csisr 
infini tely many one-sided Jones pairs. 
Suppose (-4. B) is a one-sided Jones pair. Fis any j E Il.. . . . T I } .  drfiuc D, 
to be the diagonal matrix a i t h  its ii-entry equals Bi,j.  Then (D ,J )h .k  = Bh., and 
( D , J ) e t  = Be,. for al1 k = 1.. . . . n. -4s a result. ive get 
and (-4. D,J) is a one-sided Jones pair. 
3ow ( I .  J). ( A .  D,J) and ( A  :2 1. B Z J) are the only knoivn esamples of one- 
sided Jones pair with the second matris being non-invertible. In Sectioii 4.6. Ive set. 
that the Jones pairs with the second matris invertible are equ iden t  to four-weigkt 
spin rnodels. .As a result. Ive ivould be very excited to see an' ncw iisaniplr of 
one-sided Jones pairs with the second matris non-invertible. 
4.2 Properties of One-Sided Jones Pairs 
This section lists some useful properties of one-sided Jones pairs. 
Lemma 4.2.1 I f  (A. B) is a one-sided Jones pair. then B'J = tr(.1)J. fi+lhe~- 
more, if (A, B) is a Jones pair, then the colvmns and the ro-wu of B sum to tr(A). 
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Proof. Since -4 is invertible and B is Schur invertible. the set 
{.Ac1 0 BE, . -~E?  0 BE,. . . . ..A€, O BE,} 
is a b a i s  of P. for each r = 1. . . . . n. -1s a result . each column of B contains al1 
eigenvalues of -4 and BTJ = tr(A)J.  
Sirnilarly. if (-4. BT) is also a one-sided Jones pair. then B J = tr! -4 1.I. So if 
(-4. B )  is a Jones pair. then B T J  = BJ = tr(.4)J. a 
Lemma 4.2.2 Suppose (-4. B) is a one-sided Jones pair. So is 
c. ( D-l AD. B) .  for any  invertible diagonal ma t r i z  D 
d. (-4. B P ) .  for a n y  permutation matriz P 
e. (P.4P-'. PBP- ' ) .  for any  permutation matriz P 
f. (X.4. AB). for any non-zero complez number X 
a. Taking the transpose of both sides of (4.1). we get -&T 2iB-y.4+ = l B ' I ; I ~ l B .  
c .  Sote that for any diagonal matris D. So = ADJ and SolJi = l.irSD. So 
The third equality results from (-4. B) being a one-sided Jones pair. 
d. By Lemma 2.4.2. we have 
and 
e. Csing the same lemma with Q = R = P-'. we have 
PAP-I E .\ip,(p-i pgp-1 
and 
f. Replacing (A.  B) by (A.4. AB) is equivalent to multiplying both sicles of (4.1) 
If (-4. B )  is a one-sided Jones pair. then -4 is invertible and B is Schur invertille 
and B = @.4,B(A). So Corollary 3.3.2 prorides three equivalenr fornis of Equa- 
tion (4.1). W e  give one more useful reformularion of Equation (4.11 below wtieii -4 
is also Schur invertible and B is also invertible. 
Lemma 4.2.3 If -4 and B are both invertibfe and Schur-irivertibLe. thcri ( -4. B ) i.* 
a one-sided Jones pair if and only if 
Proof Appiying the Eschange Lemma to Equation (4.1 ) ~ i e i d s  
Since both A(-' and B-l exist. we get the relation in the lemma irnmediately. O 
4.3 Braid Group Representations 
Given a Jones pair (A. B ) .  ive demonstrate Jones' method of constructing braid 
group representations from -Ya4 and AB. The braid group B, on ni strands is 
generated by al, . . . . om - 1 sat isfying 
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b. For all li - jl 2 2. 
Let k = and let 1- denote the vector space P. Given a pair of n x 11 
matrices (A.  B). tve map the generators of B, to the endomorphisrns g [ . .  . . . g,-, 
of 13k as follows: 
When J i  - j /  2 2 .  g, and gJ act on different tensor factors of P. so the'- coniriiute. 
Note that g2h-1. gl and 93 have the same action on the h-th. 1-st  and 2-nd tensor 
factors of V? respecti\rely. Similasly. the action of g2h on the h-th and the ( h + 1 )- 
th tensor factors of \'%s the same as the action of g2 on the first and second tensor 
factors. Consequently. shoiving 919291 = g~glg? and 929392 = g39.>g3 is stifficient to 
prove that (4.4) holds for al1 i = 1.. . . . m - 2. 
Lemma 4.3.1 The relation glg2g1 = g ~ g l g ~  holds if a n d  only if (-4. B) is a one- 
sided Jones pair. 
T Proof We use the isomorphism o : 1' 3 I' -t MJC) which maps e ,  tJ to e,e, . 
Vie get 
o(gi(e, 2 e,)) = o(.4ei 15 e , )  
T = . -k ie ,  
= -YA4(E,,). 
and 
So the result follows. 
Since BI has only two generators. every one-sided Jones pair gives a represen- 
tation of BI. 
Lemma 4.3.2 The relation gzg3g? = 959293 holds if and only if (.A. B*) is n otrr- 
Jided J o n e ~  pair. 
Proof. For any n x n matrix C. let l> be the endomorphisni of Mn (C) defiriecl as 
&-(.CI) = MCT. Csing o as above. we have 
and hence II4 = og39-l. -4s a result. the relation gzg3g.2 = g3g293 holds if and only 
if l B Y 4 l B  = yAAB&. t'Ce can m i t e  this equation as 
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for al1 i. j = 1.. . . . n.  Taking the  transpose of each side. n-e ger 
which is equ iden t  to (-4. BT) being a one-sided Jones pair. 
Corollary 1.3.3 Every Jones pair gives a representation of B,. 
Suppose (-4. B )  is a Jones pair. Let g , .  . . . . g,-, be the representatioii of B, 
described above. We proved in [6] that if -4 and B satisfy 
t hen for an- h generared by gl . . . . . gm- 2 .  We have 
I 
tr(hgrn-,) = - t h )  t ) .  and. 
n 
These conditions are sufficient for a Jones pair to give a link invariant in the form 
of the  trace of the endomorphisms generated by g ,  . . . . . grn- I .  In the nest section. 
we will see that if B is invertible. then (4.5) holds. 
4.4 Invertibility 
By definition, if (-4. B )  is a one-sided Jones pair then -4 is invertible and B is Schur 
invertible. Mie cal1 (A .  B) an invertible one-sided Jones pair if .A(-) and B-' also 
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exist. 
In this section. we show that for a one-sided Jones pair (-4. B). the iuvertibiliry 
+ a nlort-' of B implies the Schur-invertibility of -4. In fact. assuming B is inverriblc i i  
srringent condition than one may espect at first. We prore that the in\-erribiliry of 
B implies the type-II condition on both -4 and B: This will be iised in Sectiari 4.6 
to justify our assertion that inwrtible Jones pairs and four-weight spin iiioclzls are 
equivalent concepts. 
Theorem 4.4.1 Let (A.  B) be a one-sided Jones pair. If B 1s iinuertible theii both -4 
and B are type-II matrices. Moreover. .4 ha3 constant diagotiuf and  B ha.< coirstaiit 
r0.w S'UrnS. 
Proof. Since .A-' has the same eigenvectors as .4 and their eigenralites witli respect 
to the same e igen~wta r  are reciprocal tu each other. Ive have &,B(.4-1 j = B(- ' .  
' ioa  applying Corollary 2.3.2 ( b )  to 0.4,s(.4-1) = B(-1. ive get 
E d u a t i n g  this equation at I yields 
Since (-4. B) is a one-side Jones pair. Br J = tr(.4) J .  So 
The sum of the i-th column of -4 0 . - L - ~  equals 
The i-th column of tr(.4)-'J(.-Lo I )  sums to n tï(.-l)-1.4i.,. Né bai-e .A,., = n-' r r ( A )  
and -4 o I = n-' tr(.î) 1. Therefore -40 XT = n- 'J  and it foliows that -4 is a type-II 
mat ris. 
By Lemma 4.2.3. we have 
E d u a t i n g  both sides at I gives 
which leads to 
and finally 
The s u  of the i-th row of B~ 0 B-l equals 
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So we have tr(;l) x;=,( B-L ) i .k = 1. or equidalently. B J = tr( A )  J. Consequent1:-. 
we get 
which is equident  to the tj-pe-II condition on B. 
Theorem 4.4.2 Let (-4. B )  be a Jones pair. If -4 is Schur i~ivertible then B is 
inuertible. 
Proof. By Theorem 2.21.  @.4,&4-' ) = B(- )  is equivalalent to 
Applying the Exchange Lemma. ive get 
Evaluating both sides at J yields 
Since (A.  B ~ )  is a one-sided Jones pair. we have B J = t r (  A)  J. by Lemma 4.2.1. So 
The left-hand side equals t r ( 4  1. so 
These two theorems tell us that if ( A .  B) is a Jones pair. then -4 is Schitr 
invertible if and only if B is invertible. In this case. both .A and B are type-II 
matrices tvith .4 o I = tr(.-L)n-l I and B J = t r ( 4  J = BT J. So the Jones pair 
satisfies the conditions in (4.5). Thus it gives a link invariant. 
If ( A? B ) is a one-sided .Jones pair. t hen i t follows immediat el' from the definit ion 
of one-sided Jones pair that -4 E ,'t/:4.B. The follotving theorem investigates the 
opposite direct ion. It extends Jaeger. Matsumoto and Soxnura's result [14] which 
says that if A E .\i:4 then -4 is a spin mode1 up to scalar multiplication. 
Theorem 4.4.3 Let -4 and B be n x n type41 matrices. Suppose .A 0 I = a l  and 
B'J = bJ f o r  some non-zero a.  b E @. If -4 E .\:4,B then ( A .  ab-'nB) is a one-jided 
Jones pair. 
Prooi. Since -4 and A-' share the same set of eigenvectors. the matris A belongs 
to .\i:4,B if and only if -4-' = n-' A(-)' belongs to .\i:4.B. Csing the formula of 
in Lemma 2.3.3. we get 
'iow an eigenvalue of -4 is the reciprocal of the eigenvdue of -4- ' witli respect CO 
the same eigenvector. we conclude that 
Hence 
4.5 Nomura Algebras of Invertible Jones Pairs 
If (-4. B) is an invertible one-sided Jones pair. then -4 and B are type II. From 
-4 and B. we construct several Somura algebras such as A t i .  .V:4+s=. 
et cetera. In this section. we investigate the relations among these algebras. 
Theorem 4.5.1 Let (A.  B )  be an invertible one-sided Jones pair. Then 
Proof. Since -4 E .1.4,B is Schur invertible. by Theorrm 3.S.5 id. ive ha\-e 
By Lemma -42.2 (a) .  (AT. B )  is also a one-sided Jones pair. Appiyirig Tlieo- 
rem 3.8.5 ( c )  ou AT E .C& leads to . C i  = .&. 
Since both ( -4. B and ( A T .  B )  are one-sided Jones pairs. ive have 
Ré deduce from Theorem 3.S.5 ( b )  that 
=&B. and .1:& = .\,:&. 
But = h : 4 T  and SO = .\;:;rsB. 
Sote that Theorem 3.8.4 applied to (-4. B )  yields 
mhich indicates that h:-( is non-trivial in most cases. 
In the rest of this section. ~ v e  examine the relations among differe~it Somiira 
algebras and their duality maps constructed from an invertible Jones pair. 
Theorem 4.5.2 Let (-4. B )  be a n  invertible Jones pair. Therr 
Proof. Since (-4. B)  is an invertible one-sided Jones pair. the  previoiis tlieorriii 
gives = A i r  = Ab. Similarly. since (A .  B*) is also an i n~wt i l~ l e  oue-sidrtl 
.Jones pair. we get S..\ = .\ÉT using Theorem 3.S.5 ( c i .  So the  firsr parr of the 
theorem holds. For an' F E = .los. Theorem 3.8.3 gives 
Hence ive get @ B ( F ) T  = 8-' 0.4 F )  B. 
Corollary 4.5.3 If (-4. B )  is an invertible Jones pair. then 
Proof. Theorem 3.S.5 (a)  applied to .4 in and -4 in .t.4,BT gives 
Mie now prove the second equality. Sow both -4 and B are type-II matrices. by 
Corollary 3.2.3. .y4 = A i r  and .VL = . C ~ T .  So the second part of Theorem 4.5.2 
says that 
But (A.  B )  is an invertible Jones pair. So using the same theorem. we have 
&T = :VBt. Hence :y4= = B-'.%:4~ B. or equivalently B.%:4~ = . V i r  B. Applying 
Theorem 3.8.5 (b )  to 0.4,s(.-L) = B. we get 
Similady. applying the same theorem to @1,81 ( -4) = B~ yields 
We will need the following lemma in the compuration in Chapter 5 .  
Lemma 4.5.4 If (-4. B )  rs an invertible Jones pair and R E theii 
@.-!.B(R)B' = @ . ~ . B T ( R ) B .  
Proof. By Theorem 3.8.4. for any R in ALeB. ive have 
Since it:4,B = .%:4,B~. R dso belongs to .k':4,Br. The same theorem tells us that 
Ba4( R 0 ; lT)  = ~ Z - ' @ . ~ , ~ ~ ( R ) B .  
Thus we have the equation in the lemma. 
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4.6 Four- Weight Spin Models 
Bannai and Bannai [?] generaiized spin models to four-weight spin iiiodels. aiid 
skowed t hat the partit ion funct ions of four-weight spin models pro\-ide iii\nriant s for 
oriented links. In this section. we show that four-\veight spin models are eqiii\alent 
to invertible Jones pairs. 
-4s defined in Section 1.2. a four- weighr spin mode1 is a 5- tuple ( I l  ; .Ki. 11 :]. 11 :4: i/? 
with d = &fi satisfying 
( a )  There esists non-zero scalar a such tha t  
(b )  The matrices L\-l. Ci;. CI.; and CI; are type II and 
Using Theorems 4.4.1 and 4.4.7. it is almost immediate tha t  inrertihle .Jones 
pairs are the same as four-weight spin models. 
Theorem 4.6.1 Let -4. B E Mn(@) and d2 = n. Then the following are equivaletrt. 
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a. (-4. B )  is an invertible Jones pair. 
b .  (d.4. nB-'. d-A-'. B: d )  h a four-.weight spin model. 
Proot If (d-4. n B-l. d.4-'. B: d) is a four-aeight spin model. then as n-e have scen 
in Section 4.1. (A .  B )  is a Jones pair n-here -4 and B are both type II. 
Conversely. suppose (A.  B) is an invertible Jones pair. By Theoreni &LI. botli 
A and B are type-II matrices. Jloreover. -4 has constant diagonal aucl B lias 
constant rotv sum and column sum. Let II; = d.4 and II; = B. Cousideriiig Eqiia- 
tion (4.2) with k = b. i = a. and j = c. wesee that ( A B )  is a one-sided Jones pair 
if and only if Condition (4 .7)  holds. Similarly. using the same eqiiat ion. ( .4 r. BT 1 is 
a one-sided Jones pair if and only if Condition (4.6) holds. By Lrniriia 4 . 2 2  ( n 1. ive 
find t hat ( .AT .  B') is  a one-sided Jones pair if and only if ( -4. B ~ )  is d s o  a one-siclcd 
Jones pair. .As a result . (d.4. n B-l . d.4-'. B: d)  is a four-weight spin nioclel. 17 
We tvill see in Theorem 5.1.3 t hat U' is a spin model if and only if ( d- ' 11 : 1 I'(-IT ) 
is an invertible Jones pair. Therefore it is equident  to ( II: II: Il*(-)T. ll-t-)T: d) 
being a four-weight spin model. 
In [2]. Bannai and Bannai studied three types of four-weight spin iiiodels: .Jolies 
type. pseudo-Jones type and Hadamard type. They correspond respect ively to the 
folloming types of Jones pairs 
a. (-4. d . W T ) .  where -4 is a spin model. 
c .  (A.  B). rhere one of -4. B is a Hadamard matrix. 
Gsing n x n Hadamard matrices satisfying certain conditions. k-amada con- 
structed n2 x n2 four-weight spin models of pseudo-Jones type and symmetric 
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Hadamard type. Csing tensor producrs. her construction gives infini te friniilies 
of four-weight spin models of both types. For details. see 1261. 
In [l]. Bannai extended work by Guo and proved that if (II;. II:?. 11,. 11;: d)  is 
a four-aeight spin model. then for i = 1.. . . .4 .  
Sote that by Theorem 4.6.1. the pair (d-'W;. Cl;) is an invertiblc Jones pair. .As 
shown in Theorem 4.5.1. me are able to obtain part of the above cquations. assuniing 
a weaker condition on (d-1 Ni. Cl; j. that is. it is a one-sided Jones pair. 
4.7 Odd Gauge Equivalence 
Two four-weight spin models (Mpl.  Ct;. CI.;. tk;:  d )  and (Cl:. CG; .  143.11;': (1) are gauge 
equident if there exist an invertible diagonal matrix D. a permutation matris P 
and a non-zero scalar c such that 
Jaeger proved that gauge-equivalent spin models give the same innriant (see 
Proposition 11 in [13]). In the same paper. he showed that 1.12 = 1.1.; and II: = Cl; 
if and only if CV; = DtVI D-' and C1.3 = DlTJI-l for some in~rertible diagonal 
matrix D. In this case. we say that the two four-weight spin models are related by 
an odd gauge transformation. He also proved that CC.;' = W 1  and 143 = il; if aiid 
only if W .  = P-'IV2 and = W ,  P for some permutation matris P. The two 
four-weight spin models are said to be related by an even gauge transformation. 
In Sections 4.7 and 4.8. we extrnd Jaeger's result on gauge equivalence of four- 
rveight spin models to invertible one-sided Jones pairs. In particular. the lasr lenixna 
in this section allows us to consider only the invertible Jones pairs with their tirsr 
matrix symmet ric. This rvill simplify the comput at ion in Chaprer 6 imniensely. 
We say t hat the invertible one-sided Jones pairs (-4. B) and ( C. B ) are odd jauge 
equirdenr if -4 = DC D-' . for some invertible diagonal mat ris D. In r he following. 
we examine the odd gauge equidence of one-sided invertible Jones pairs. 
Lernma 4.7.1 Let -4. C. .\.I be Schur-invertible matrices. If -Y.41,ir = Sc. therr 
there ezists invertible diagonal matriz D szlch that 
Proof. Since AJ = SI is the identity endomorphism of Mn(@). rve have 
1J-v.41.11 = Srl,rr-Yc. 
Applying the Exchange Lemrna. we obtain 
which gives 
T E~aluat ing the left-hand side at EiJ = clc,  . Ive get 
The right-hand side edua ted  at El, equals ( )-' Me ET. Therefore the i j-eutry 
of C(-) 0 -4 equals (.\I',J~M,.~. SO if D is the diagonal matris wirh D,,, =
t hen 
Corollary 4.7.2 If both (-4. B )  and (C .  B )  are inuertibfe one-sided Joiirs pairs. 
then -4 = DC D-l for some inuertibfe diagonal matriz D. 
Proof By Lemma 42.3.  we have 
rvhich gives 
Applying Lemma 1.7.1 with JI = A 0 CI-). ive get C(-) 0 -4 = DJD-l  for some 
invertible diagonal matrir D. Sow 
Combining this with Lemma 4.2.2 (c) .  ive see that (-4. B )  and ( C. B) are in\-ert- 
ible one-sided Jones pairs if and only if -4 = DCD-l for some invertille diagonal 
matrix D. 
By Lemma 4.2.2 (a).  if ( A .  B) is an invertible one-sided Jones pair. tlien so 
is ( A T .  B). Therefore there exists an invertible diagonal matris D t hat sarisfies 
-4 = DrlTD-l. Since the diagonal entries of D are non-zero comples uutnbers. 
there exists diagonal matrix Dl satisfying D: = D. Then the matris 
is symmetric and (Dl-l.4D1. B) is odd gauge equident  to (-4. B). So 1-e get the 
following result. which generalizes Proposition 7 (ii) from Jaeger j13j. 
Lemma 4.7.3 Le t  (A.  B )  be a n  invertible one-sided J o n e s  pair. Then tlrere exists 
a s y m m e t r i c  matriz .A' such that the invertible one-sided Jones pair (-4'. B )  is odd 
gauge equivalent t o  ( A. B) . O 
4.8 Even Gauge Equivalence 
W'e Say t hat the invert ible one-sided Jones pairs (-1. B) and (-4. C ) are e t-en gauge 
equivalent if C = BP. for some permutation matrix P. Xow ive estend Jaeger's 
result on even gauge equivalence to invertible one-sided Jones pairs. 
Lemma 4.8.1 L e t  F. G, and -11 be invertible matrices. If ll &Ydr = t h e n  
GF-l is a permutation matrix. 
and 
A,J, = S',lAl.YGF-'. 
Evaluating both sides at El, yields 
.IIi,Jéie: = .CI(le, 0 ~ ~ - ' e i ) e T .  
Then for dl i = 1.. . . . n. 
But .VI is invertible. So for each j. there exists a unique r such that .\le, is a 
scalar multiple of e,. That is. (GF-l  ), is the only non-zero entry in the j - th  
row of GF-'. Since -\Ir, = (GF-l)J,r.\Ir, # O. ive conclude that  (GF-l) , , ,  = 1. 
Therefore GF-' is a permutation matrix. O 
Corollary 4.8.2 If (A .  B )  and (A. C) are znvertible one-sided Jones pairs. then 
C = B P for some pemutatzon m a t e  P. 
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Proof By Lemrna 4.2.3. ive have 
which gives 
Applying Lemrna 4.8.1 with F = cT. G = B~ and -11 = C- 'B .  there esists a 
permutation matrix P such that B * C - ~  = P which Leads to C = B P. O 
Together with Lemma 4.2.2 (d).  (-4. B) and (-4. C) are invertible one-sided Jones 
pairs if and only if C = B  P for some permutation matris P. 
If ( A. B) is an invertible .Jones pair. then hoth (-4. B )  and ( 4. B ~ )  are i~ivertil~le 
one-sided Jones pairs. So there exists permutation matris P such that BT = BP. 
SOIT 
and hence B and P commute. Ct'e focus on the case where P has order 2r - 1. Let 
Q = Pr. Yote that QT = Pr-'. Then we get 
Therefore (A.  B) is even-gauge equivaient to (A, BQ). where BQ is syrnrnetric. 
This is a proof of Proposition 10 (ii) in [13]. In summary if (-4. B )  is an invertible 
one-sided Jones pair with P = B-L B* having odd order. then (-4. B) is gauge 
equivalent to some invertible one-sided Jones pair whose matrices are symmet ric. 
Chapter 5 
Spin Models 
In Section 6 of [12]. Jaeger proposed to study the propcrties of association schenies 
that contain spin models. W e  use this chapter to survey some classical results in 
this area. W e  first examine spin models from the point of view of Jones pairs. In 
Section 5.2. we present the deriwtion of the modular invariance equation given 
by Jaeger. Matsumoto. and Nomura in [14]. In Section 5.3. we provide a new 
and shorter proof of Curtin and ?iomura9s result. which States that the Somura 
algebra of a spin mode1 is strongly hyper-self-dual (71. Section 5.4 contains a shorter 
proof of Jaeger's characterization of two-class association schemes t hat contain spin 
models. This was the first connection bettveen spin models and association schemes 
discovered [IO]. In the last section. we give a new proof using Jones pairs of Jaeger 
and Somura's result on the symmetric and non-symmetric Hadamard spin rnodels 
[i 51. 
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5.1 The Jones Pair (d-lW$V'-)) 
-4s mentioned in Section 1.2. Iiawagoe. Munemasa and Watatani defined a spin 
mode1 mith loop variable d = &fi ro be an n x n matris II' that satisfies 
(1) There exists some non-zero scalar a such that 
(II) CI' is a type-II matrix. 
(III) For al1 i . j . k =  1 .... .n .  
An interesting example is the Higman-Sims model discovered by Jacger [10]. 
The Higman-Sims graph is a strongly regular graph tvith parameters (100.2.0.6). 
defined from the unique 3 - (22.6.1) design. Let .ql and .A2 be adjacency matrices of 
the Higman-Sims graph and its complement respectivel. If t satisfies t' + t -' = -3. 
is a spin model. The Xomura algebra .& equals the span of { 1. -4 ,. .A2}. see [NI. 
In Section 4.1: Ive see that if CI.' is a spin model with loop ~ariable d then 
(d-'W. Mi(-IT) is a onesided Jones pair. It turns out that CC- is a spin mode1 if 
and only if (d-l  W. CI;(-)') is an invertible Jones pair. We mill prove this statement 
below . 
Lemma 5.1.1 Let Lt- be a type-II  matriz. Then (d-l11I l l '(-)T) is a one-sided 
Jones pair 2f and only 2f (d-' LI: IV(-)) is a k o  a one-sided Jones pair. 
Proof. We apply the Exchange Lemma to 
to get 
which equals 
Since every step above is reversible. the converse is also true. O 
If U- is a spin model then it is also a type41 matrix. So the above lenima implies 
that ( d - l W .  CC'(-)*) is an invertible Jones pair. 
Lemma 5.1.2 If (d-'kt; an invertible Jones pair. then CI.- is a spin model 
un'th loup variable d. 
Proof. By Lemma 4.4.1. the invertibility of W(-)* implies that LV is a type-II 
matrix and W 0 I = a l  where a = tr(W)n-'. Applying Theorem 4.2.1 to the 
respect ively. 
It follows from I.V1 = n - ' ~ , ' ( - ) ~  that l . V T ~  = W J  = d a - ' J .  Lastly. iising 
Equation (4.2) on the one-sided Jones pair (d-%: gives the typeIII condi- 
tion of spin models. a 
Theorem 5.1.3 Let C i *  be an n x n matriz .  Then C I -  W a spin rnodel if and on./ 
if (, d-' H: Cf-(-)* 1 is a n  invertible Jones pair. O 
In the folloning. tve use the theon developed in the previous chapters to repro- 
duce ttvo existing results about spin models. 
Lernma 5.1.1 together ivith Theorem 44.3.  ive have a proof of a resiilt due to 
Jaeger. Matsumoto and Yornura. Proposition 9 in [14]. 
Theorem 5.1.4 Suppose W k a type-II matriz. Then Li '  E . C i t e  if and only if cl\' 
k a spin model for some non-zero scular c. O 
We now prove Proposition 2 in (151 due to Jaeger and Nomura. 
Theorem 5.1.5 If W U a spin mode1 then there ezWt a diagonal matriz D and a 
permutation mutriz P such that 
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and 
Proof. By Theorem 5.1.3. if I,?' is a spin model with loop variable d. rken 
are invert ible one-sided Jones pairs. The first equation follo~vs from ap plying Corol- 
lary 4 -72  to the fmt two invertible one-sided Jones pairs listed above. Applying 
Corollary 1.S.2 to the first and the third pairs above yields the second eqiiality. 3 
.Jaeger and Nornuar called the order of P the index of the spin model. In the 
same paper. they also proved that any spin rnodel of indes two has to take the 
following form 
where -4 and C are symmetric (Proposition T in [lj]). As we will see iri Section 5.5. 
the construction of the non-symmetric Hadamard spin models is very similar to the 
above form. 
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5.2 Duality and Modular Invariance Equat ion 
Let P be the rnatrix of eigendues for a formally self-dud Bose-llesner algebra of 
dimension m + 1. Let d = i fi and D be a diagonal rnatris with D,,, = t ,  for 
i = O.. . . .m .  W e  cal1 the equation 
the modular invariance equation. We Say that P satisfies the modular imariaiice 
property if rhere exists a diagonal matrix D such that the modular invariaiicr eqiin- 
tion holds. Bannai. Bannai aiid Jaeger ([3]) first discovered that this property of P 
is a necessary condition for a formally self-dual Bose-Mesner algebra ro contain a 
spin model. Csing this equation. they provided a method to eshaustively search for 
al1 spin models contained in a formally self-dual Bose-Mesner algebra. In Chapter 6. 
ive use this equation to design a search for four-weight spin models. 
Suppose W is a spin model. Then (W. l W)) is an invertible Jones pair and 
by Theorem 4.5.2. we know that = .Vii.7. For al1 :II E .C;(r. we have by 
Lemma (3.5.4) 
Applying Lemma (4.5.4) again. the above becomes 
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Sow .Ci1.7 is commutative and it contains II'. I I ' - ~ .  and Ori( . \ f ) .  So we have 
BLVr (.CI) = OLv(.ll). for d l  JI in .Vit.. By Theorern 3.2.2. w e  have @il-( .\Il = d l r .  
Hence .t;i. is formally self-dual. By Lemma 2.3.3. the dualiry map O r i -  is espressed 
explicitly as 
for al1 JI E Ait'. 
In the following. we present Jaeger. llatsumoto and Nomura's proof that the 
modular invariance property is a necessary condition of .& for 11- ro be a spin 
model. 
Theorem 5.2.1 Suppose II.' is a spin model urith loop variable d = k f i  and 
{.qO.. . . . -4,) 9 the bais of Schur idempotents of ;Vit.. If M' = x:, t,Af thrtt the 
the diagonal matriz D with Di,,  = t ,  satisfies the modular invariance equation 
Proof Let E = {Eo. .. . . E, ) be the buis  of the principal idempotents of A';<- 
such that Brv( Ei)  = -4, and Brr.(.-L,) = n E l .  The matrix of eigenvalues P is the 
matrix of ew with respect to E. However. P is also the transition matris frorn 
A to E. Therefore the matrix of O». with respect to A is P- 'PP = P. Since 
8b(.4i) = nAf.  Ive have P? = nT where T represents the transpose map with 
respect to A. 
Suppose W = CEo ti-4T. Since ( d - W .  W(-1) is a one-sided Jones pair. tve have 
M.'(-) = Ow(d- lW)  = d Cl_o t ,  E,. Now D is the matrix representing the map 
i1.I + CVT 0 M with respect to A. Similarly TDT represents the map .M + W 0 11.1 
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with respect to A. Jloreover. the matrix dP- l  D P represents the map JI -. .\III ' '-) 
wirh respect to A. So Equation (5.2) holds if and only if 
Since P' = nT. we have TP-' = P-'T = n- 'P  and 
5.3 Strongly Hyper-Self-Duality 
In this section. we extend a result due to Curtin and Nomura. (Theorem 5.5 in [il). 
Suppose A = {.Ao. . . . . Ad} is an association scheme h its Bose-Mesner aige- 
bra denoted by B. The Terwiiliger algebra of B can be defined as 
Yow consider the subspace Sp of Mn (C) spanned by { Etp : i = 1. . . . . u ) .  This 
space is isomorphic to C". For each endomorphism Y of Mn(@).  we use (Y) ,  to 
denote Y restricted to S,. The Terwilliger algebra of B with respect ro p is defined 
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.A h>-per-dualitj* of TB,  is an automorphism \k, t hac slr.aps the sets 
and satisfies i k ~ ( ( S ~ ~ ) , )  = for a.il .\I E B. Furthermore. T B ,  is strong!i. 
hjper-self-duai if there exists a hyper-duality that can be espressed as a conjugation 
of some invertible element of T B ,  That is. there exists some 1- E .r6, siich t h  
4 J Z )  = Y-'21'. for al1 Z E T&,. 
Theorem 5.5 of [ï'] states that if R* is a spin model t hen Tt;,, \;l..p is stronpl~. hyper- 
self-dual for dl p = 1. . . . . n. In the folloiving. we extend this result ro '&-,. by 
showing that there exists .\ E '&,w such that the map ik : Z c, .\-' Z.\ interchanges 
the sets : JI E B) and {SA! : JI  E B). and it satisfies ~ '(SJ,)  = -Y-;, for al1 
-11 E .\;\p. 
Suppose I.t' is a spin model. so OIv(CV) = dCI-(-). By Lemma 3.2.6. 
Hence Lve have 
W e  use .\ to denote this operator. 
Lemma 5.3.1 Let CV be a spin model. 
a. If Ri  E . \ i w . w i - i  and Sr = BWivi-i ( R i )  then 
Proof'. First we prove (a) .  Csing .\ = dAlli-i Sri*llïi -,t. we get 
since Ou. ( RI ) = SI. applying Theorem 2.2.1 g i ~ e s  
So part (a )  holds. 
Xow we prove (b).  Csing .\ = Su.+ Arvi - 1  -Yiv. ive get 
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Since both Rz and II- belong to A&. the' commute and I I - - '  R21T' = Ri. Therefore 
Define an isornorphism iI of '&eW as 
o r  1 Y . Sote that is expressed as a conjugarion of .\ in Tt*\,. . Sou- 1w 
show that II acts as a hyper-duality for Tt*,,. . 
Theorem 5.3.2 If II' id a spin model. then the map 4 drfined above mtrrch ige - i  
the s e b  
Moreover. it satGfies 9'(S.rr) = Xtf. for al1 .LI E .\i;i.. 
Proof. Since .Ci<. = .&t. Lemma 5.3.1 says that ik interchanges the sets 
Sow consider 92 (-YR). It follows from Lemma 5.3.1 that 
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by Lemma 3.S.2. Since @,,,,-,-, is an  isomorphism. ive have R = R ' ~  and 
T d2 ( - yR)  = ';Rf = -yR . 
5.4 Spin Models in Two-class Association Schemes 
We give a new proof of one direction of Jaeger's result about the triply-regiilarity 
of two-class association schemes that contain a spin mode1 [10]. His resiilt was the 
first indication that spin models have strong combinatorial properties. 
Suppose A = {Ao.. . . . .Ad}  is a n  association scheme. It is rriply-regiilar if for 
al1 i. j .  k. r.s. t E {O. 1.. . . . d). the cardinalit- of the set 
depends only on (i. j. k. r. S .  t ). where (-4, ),,, = (-4, ),, = ( -41 ), = 1. 
The following Lemma is a direct translation of Lemma 4 in .\lunemasa's notes 
[19] into the language of endomorphisms. 
Lemma 5.4.1 If for al1 i. j . k  = O .... .d.  
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Proof For each i. j. k. the operator X4tlAJSAk I lies in the spaa of 
{A& -y4, A.& : r. 3. t = o. 1. . . 
So t here exists scalars K( i jbl rst 
. . d )  = {A.4rS.4,A-4: r. S. t = O. 1.. . . . if}. 
. )  such thac 
Consider the left-hand side. 
Consider 
So we get 
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- 
and A is triply-regular. - 
Theorem 5.4.2 Suppose A = { I .  .-Il. A2} is a tuo-clam association scheme with 
Bose-Mesner algebra B. If there ezists a spin mode1 LI' = toi + t A, + tz.-12 with 
t + t 2 .  then A is triply-regular. 
Proof It is well known that al1 t w d a s s  association schemes are synimetric. ao 
I.1- = WT. Let .Ao = I and 
Since {Ao. Ai .  .-Lz) is a basis for B. 
If ive can show that S F A C S H  E S for al1 F. G. H in B' then A is triply-regu1a.r by 
Lemma 5.4.1. 
Sow the two sets { I .  kt: J }  and { I .  Li*(-). J} are bases for B. So it  is sufficient 
to show that for al1 F. H E { I .  LI-. J }  and C; E { I .  IIo(-) .  J }  
m e n  H = 1. F E {i. KJ) and G E { I .  W(-1. J } .  we get 
Second15 when H = J .  F E { I .  W. J) and G E { I .  W(-). J } .  me can apply the 
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Exchange Lemma to 
and get 
which belongs co S because FG E B .  
Thirdly. when H = CF'. we enumerate the cases where G = J. I or II ' (-) .  Khen  
H = U' and G = J .  we obtain for al1 F(1.W.  J )  that 
LVhen H = 1. G = I and F E { I .  W. J ) .  ive apply the Exchange Lemma to 
and get 
SFAiS,t. = lFSJIIY E S.
When H = H'. G = Cl'(-) and F = U'. we get 
Sir lrïi - 1  SI%- = dAit.l -, SlvArvc -) E S. 
because (d-' kt :  L W - ) )  is a one-sided Jones pair. When H = CI*. G = Li'(-)  and 
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F = 1. & . ( I )  = J gives 
SIAH.i- iSi<.  = A\i.i-,Sii*AJ E S. 
Lastly when H = W. G = IV(-) and F = J .  
Ott-( J )  = OLïr ( @ r i - (  1))  = nI  
y ields 
By Lemma 5.4.1. we conclude that A is triply-regular. 
Suppose A = { I .  .A1. .i2} is a triply-regular two-çlass associat iou sçlieriie. Ler 
G be the strongly regular graph whose adjacency matris is -4,. The fact that A 
is triply-regular implies that the neighborhoods of any vertex in G and its comple- 
rnents G induce strongly regular graphs. see (111. In this case. we say that botli 
G and G are local& strongly regular. Now ive have proved one direction of the 
following result due to Jaeger. For the proof of the converse. please see [IO]. 
Theorem 5.4.3 If G is a strongip regular g ~ a p h  and .II W ib adjacenq matrix. 
then there ezist to. t i . tz  wàth t l  # t2 ~ u c h  that kt- = toI + t J 1  + t 2 (J  - AI  - 1) 15 
a spin rnodel if and only if both G and G are locally strongly regular. D 
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5.5 Symmetric and Non-Symmetric Hadamard Spin 
Models 
In [lj]. Jaeger and Somura constructed two -In x -In spin models froni an n x 1, 
Hadamard matrix. They are called the symmetric and non-symmetric Hadaniard 
spin model. They are one of the three known infinite families of spi11 iiioclels that 
do not result from tcnsor product. The other two families are the Potts niodel and 
the spin models that corne from finite Abelian groups. see Section 3.7. K e  presetit 
a new proof of Jaeger and Nornura's result here. 
Lemma 5.5.1 Let -4. B. C E Mn(@) and le t  W be the following .In x Art matriz 
.with € = *I 
Then W iis a spin mode2 with loop variable 'Zd with d = *fi if and on-/ if the 
following conditions hold: 
a. B k a type II matrix: 
b. -4 and C are dymrnetric spin models with loop variable il: 
d.  .cABi-)r.YBi-ir = € d A B ~ S B ~ A - 4 i - i  
Proof. The 4n x 472 matrix W is a spin model if and only if (d-'U.: TV(-)) is an 
invertible one-sided Jones pairs. By construction. IV is type II if and only if -4. B 
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and C are type II. The type411 condition is equivalent ro 
The eigenvector constructed from column i and j of IV with i. j = 1.. . . . ri is 
and the corresponding eigenvalue of CI- is 2d( .4 , , J ' .  SirniMy. for i .  j = 1.. . . . n .  
the folloming lists dl ot her eigenvecrors for 1.I': 
ivi t h eigenvalues 
respec tively. 
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hlultiplying the h s t  eigenvector by I.1.- gives 
if and only if 
and 
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Repeating the computation on other eigenvectors. the type411 condiriou ou II* is 
equident  to the following set of relations 
'u'ow (5.3) and (3.6) hold if and only if .4 and C are spin rnodels with loop 
~ariable d. If we take the transpose of each side of (5.S) and compare it with (5.5). 
then we see that these two equations hold if and only if -4 is symmetric. Similady. 
(5.9) and (5.4) hold simultaneously if and only if C is symmetric. 
It remains to shoiv the equivalence of (5.4) and (5.5). and the equivalence of 
( 5 . 7 ) .  (5.10) and (d) .  
We cm rewrite (5.5) , 
by taking the inverse of each side. we get 
Taking the transpose of each side gives 
Sow n.\fVT = dl(-) for aqv type II matrix JI. After applying the Esdianje 
Lemma. we get 
and whence (c) .  mhich is identical to (5.4). holds. 
By taliing the inverse of each side of ( 5 . 7 ) .  we have 
S'ow apply the exchange lemma to get 
By taking the transpose of each side and using the symmerry of -4 and C. Ive h a w  
which equals to (d) and can be easily rewritten as (5.10). 
The following construction gives the synmetric Hadamard spin models de- 
scribed in [Ij] and [22] when É = 1. When e = -1. it gives the non-symmetric 
Hadamard spin models. It is an easy consequence of Lemma 5.5.1. 
Corollary 5.5.2 Le tH  be a n n x n  Hodantardmatriz. Let.4 = - u 3 1 + u - ' ( J - 1 ) .  
iJ a spin model. 
Proof. We use the construction in Lemma 5.5.1 with B = and C = -4. The 
matrix B is type II. .C'gr = .~HT is a Bose SIesner algebra and tlierefore contains 
any linear combinations of I and J. Since 
Condition ( c)  holds. Moreover. since BT = ;'B(-)? Condition ( d )  is equivalent to 
Condition ( c ) .  .As a result . Lemma 5 3 . 1  implies thar MW is a spin niodel. 0 
Chapter 6 
Association Schemes 
We present our main results in this thesis. In Sections 6.1 and 6.2. we coiistrtict 
an 2n x 3-z type-II rnatris IV and a pair of 4n x -Ln symmetric spin rriodels. 1' autl 
1.'. from each n x n invertible Jones pair (-4. B). We exhibit the intricate relations 
among the Yomura algebras of these matrices in Sections 6.4 to 6.6. In Section 6.3. 
Ive design a strategy that allorvs us to find invertible Jones pairs. or equivalently 
four-weight spin models. up t O odd-gauge equiialence. 
The constructions of the type41 rnatrix and the spin models provide three new 
Bose-'ulesner dgebras attached to a four-weight spin model. In particiilar. we get 
a formally dual pair of Bose-'ulesner algebras from U' and a formally self-dual 
Bose-Mesner algebra from 1'. So our constructions extend the esisting theory of 
Bose-'ilesner algebras associated with four-weight spin models. which only concerns 
A:,. In addition. these algebras fonn an interesting web of relations. So ive do not 
have just four Bose-Mesner algebras. ive have a stmctured set of four Bose-Mesner 
algebras. 
Our construction of the pair of symmetric spin models generalizes Nomura's in 
[22]. It places -4 and B(-) as submatrices of V' and V t .  Since both spin models and 
four-rvright spin models are invertible Jones pairs. they becorne submatrices of a 
pair of symmetric spin models four times their sizes. Hence if we can eniimerate al1 
symmerric spin models. then we will have found ail spin models and al1 four-weight 
spin models. This observation leads us to the only known strategy of finding four- 
weight spin models described in Section 6.3. and ansmers Bannai's reqiiest !Ij for 
such a method. 
6.1 A Dual Pair of Association Schemes 
Suppose -4 and B are n x n matrices and (-4. B) is an invertible Jones pair. K e  will 
use these matrices to define an 2n x 2n type41 matrix W. Consequently. WC get 
tivo new Somura algebras. .V& and .C;i.r. associated to an inwrtible Jones pair. or 
equi\dently a four-weight spin model. In this section. ive show that the dimension 
of .+;i. is twice that of .V:+ CVe also exhibit the ba i s  of Schur idempotents of 
.\rii. and the basis of principal idempotents of .&T. Cnderstanding these algebras 
allows us to see their connections to the other two Bose-Mesner algebras associated 
with the same invertible Jones pair. in Sections 6.4 to 6.7. 
Godsil constructed the 2n x 2n matrix CF mentioned above and he hypothe- 
sized correctly about the dimension of Ai,.. The author proved his conjecture and 
we present this proof here. (Subsequently Godsil found a shorter proof. but this 
assumed -4 is symmetric. and gives iess information.) 
Let (-4. B) be an invertible Jones pair. Recall chat by Theorem 4.5.2. 
Moreover. Theorem 3.8.5 tells us that ALsB, Ar: . . and have the same dimension. 
.As discussed in Section 4.7. there esists an invertible diagonal matris C ruch rhat 
AT = C-'AC'. We define an 271 x 2n matris II.' by 
It is easy to check that II- is type II. In the following. we show that 
and me find bases for .tic. and .C;(.r. 
Lemma 6.1.1 We have 
Proof. The eigenvectors for the matrices in .tir are 
Applying Lemma 3.2.1 to the type-11 matrices AT and B(-lTC. we get 
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Sofor i.1 = 1 .... .n .  
-4s a result . 
and its image under is 
Xow the Schur idempotents of .V;V that sum to 
have the form 
and the rest have the form 
We examine the two types of Schur idempotents belon-. 
The following two lemmas analyze the Schur idempotents with zero diagonal 
blocks. 
is an eigenvector. there esists some matris S such that 
This is equivalent to 
Since B(-IT = r d - ' .  Equation ( 6 . 2 )  can be retvritten as 
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R e d  that C-L is a diagonal matris. so - S p i  equals AB&-; arid the abo\*e 
equation becomes 
Taking the transpose of each side gives 
1 
Therefore 
and Hl = n-10.4,s(CSTC-1 j E 
Equation (6.3) is equitalent to 
Sow replacing (.-Ir)-' by n-';l(-)  and applying the Exchange Lemma g i ~ e s .  
Taking the transpose of each side yields 
Consequent 1'.
and 
This is the same as 
Xow if F E h(4,8. then by Theorem 3.S.5 (a). there exists a niatris H E .1.: 
such that F = H 0 -4. Taking the transpose of each side. ive have 
So C2FTC-* = lYT 0 -4. Since HT E .YA. we how that C2FTC-' E J V ~ , ~  by 
Theorem 3.8.5 (a). If has dimension r. the following iemma giws r Schur 
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idempotents of .t.;i-. 
Lemma 6.1.3 L e t  {Fo . . . . Fr- be the basis of t h e  principal idenipotenta  of .\*4.a. 
Then for k = O. .  . . . r - 1. t he  matriz 
is a Schur i d e m p o t e n t  of .Lir. and 
is a pr incipal  i d e m p o t e n t  of .b;,-~. 
Proof. Let S = CF$?. It follorvs from the proof of the previous lenima that the 
following two equations hold: 
By Equations (6 .5 )  and (6.6). we have 
h 
Thus the image of Fc under is 
Consider 
for any 1. C = O.. . . . r - 1. By Lemma 2.1.3. we have 
Since Fk and f i  are the principal idempotents of .\i:4& Ive have F& = and 
A A h 
(C'F$'-*)(C*~~C-~) = 6 k 1 ~ 2 ~ l C - 2 .  SO 0 6 = dklFk. chat is. Fu.. . . .Fr-, 
are the Schur idempotents of .Lii.. 'rloreover. for any Schur idempotent JI in . \;te. 
the matrix &8,,4 JI) is a principal idempotent of .\i;$-r. So the resulr follo~vs. G 
We conclude from Lemmas 6.1.2 and 6.1.3 that the matrices iu (6.4) form r .  
Schur idempotents ivhich span the subspace of consisting matrices with n x ri 
zero diagonal blocks. Further. ive see in the nest corollary that -4 and B are encoded 
in .Vu. and .4&,~. 
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Corollary 6.1.4 We have 
t hat 
'rloreover its image under Ori. equals 
belongs to ;Vivr. 
Lemma 6.1.5 Al1 matrices in Aiv &th n x n zero off-diagonal blocks have the 
f o m  
for  some .CI in 
Proof. Suppose 
By esamining the eigenvecrors W e ,  o W(-)E,. ive conclude that CI E a11d 
ive have 
which leads to BC? = CiB and C2 = B-'CLB. Since Ci E .t:4r. tlicre esists 
JI E such that &(.\I) = Ci. By Theorem 43 .2 .  ive have 
Since A and B are type II. applying Theorem 3.8.5 (a)  CO .4 E .1-(~3 give 
.4 0 :\i:, = Therefore the dimensions of $ 4 ~ 3  amd are both r. We ser 
below that the Schur idempotents of .Cii- ivith zero diagonal blocks can be es~ressed 
in t erms of mat rices in 
Lemma 6.1.6 Let {Eo. . . . Er-, ) be the b w i s  of the princzpal idempotents of 
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Then for k = O.... . r  - 1 .  the matriz 
is a Schur idempotent of .C;tp. a n d  
is a princzpal idempotent of .\;IVr. 
Proof Since @.4r(8A(Ek)) = n ~ l  and 
ive have 
Consider 
for an- I I .  1 = O.. . . . r - 1. By Lemma 2.1.2. ive have 
Since Ek and El are the principal idempotents of .V4. ne have EkEl = J k l E k .  So 
Èk 0 ÈI = CS&. That is. Èo. . . . . E,-,  are the Schur idempotents of .&. '\loreover. 
for an- Schur idempotent .II in .l;i.. the matris &@Lr( Jl) is a principal idexilpoterit 
of . C ; I ~ ~  SO the result follows. O 
Cornbining the Lemmas 6.1.3 and 6.1.6. we find the b a i s  of Schur idempotents 
for .CM- and the basis of principal idempotents for .&T. 
Theorem 6.1.7 Suppose dim(.l;) = dim(.\i:4,B) = r. Let {Eo..  . . .Er-,} be the 
bus is  of the principal idempotents of .\i:4. Let {Fo. . . . . Fr-i } be the basis of the 
pr incipal  idernpotenb of .L.>,B Then the set 
is the b a i s  of Schur idempotents for :V-bï. Furthet. the set 
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is the bais of principal idempotents for .t;l.r. Hence 
dim.Lii = dim.C;ct = 2dim.2;.4. 
In general .C;v is not equal to . C M . r  We now examine the situation where these 
two algebras coincide. 
Lemma 6.1.8 If ;\*Li* = .\iii.r. then t h e ~ e  ezists non-zero scalar a sirch that n B is 
a spin modef. 
Proof. By Corollaq 6.1.4. ive have 
and 
is an eigenvector of Ê. That is. B ( B ( - ) e i  0 Be,) = 3 ( ~ ( - ) e ,  0 BE,). for sonle 
3 E @ This is equitalent to B belongs to :\jBc-). which is identical to 3;. Bu 
Theorem 5.1.4, there exists non-zero scalar a such that aB is a spin model. O 
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This lemma tells us that if (-4. B) is not gauge equivalent to (a - 'd - 'B( - ) .  O B )  
for Û B  a spin model. then we do have a formally dual pair of Bose-!desuer algebras. 
6.2 Nomura's Extension 
In this section. we build two -in x -ln symmetric spin models. 1' aucl 1". froni an 
invertible Jones pair. We show that the- share the same formally self-dual Soniura 
algebra. We obtain an explicit form of the matrices belonging to this algebra. 
In Section 5 of [22]. Somura constructed an 4n x 4n synüi~etric spin niodel 
from a four-weight spin mode1 whose matrices are s~mrnetric. Our construction 
is a generalization of Somura's. which is motinted by the fact that Jones pairs 
are equivalent to four-weight spin rnodels. Moreover. our constructiori delivers the 
fourth Bose-Mesner dgebra associated with a four-weight spin model. It becoines 
evident in Section 6.3 that this Bose-Mesner algebra is the ticket to our strategy of 
finding four-weight spin models. 
By Lemma 4.7.3 and the discussion prior to it. given an' invertible Jones pair 
(-4. B ) .  ive can construct an invertible .Jones pair (-4'. B) wi t h -4' synimetric mhicli 
is odd-gauge equivalent to (-4. B). From t his new invertibie Jones pair ( A'. B ). we 
construct the 1n x 4n  symmetric spin rnodels I '  and 1". So in the folloning resdts. 
we can focus on only the invertible Jones pairs with their first matris symmetric. 
Suppose (-4. B) is an invertible one-sided Jones pair tvith -4 symmetric. Vie 
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define 
It follows from the construction of I- together with -4 and B being type II t hat I -
is a type41 matrix. For easier reading. we separate the columns and tlie roivs into 
four groups 1. 2. 3. and 4. For instance. the ( 1.2)-block of I .  eqiials -</A wliilr 
its (2.4)-block equals B(-1. 
a -3 For a. 3 E {I.  2.3.4) and i. j = 1.. . . . n.  Ive use Y , ,  to denote the eigeni-ectors 
Ive get from I-'. For esample. 
In the following, CVe show that I' is a spin model. Our plan is to find the esplicit 
block structure of the matrices in Ji;. .Ifter that. ive rvill prove t hat 1- E A;. and 
&(Y) = (2d ) - 'C ' ( - ) .  ahich imply that 1.' is a spin model with loop variable 2d. 
In the following. we use Jk and Ik denote the k x k matrix of al1 ones and the 
k x k identity matrix. respectively. 
Lemma 6.2.1 Let (A. B) be an invertible Jones pair urith -4 qmmetric. We have 




Since @A(J , )  = OBi-ir(Jn) = nIn. we have (12 3 Jzn) Yi,' = ?rd,, Y, ,  and the 
( 1.1 )-block of Or* ( Iz 3 J2, ) equals 2n In. Similady. when a. 3 E { 1.2).  we have 




CVe have (12 8 JZn) Y:,; = O and SCJ the [1,3)-bl0& of ( 1 2  13JZn) is the n x n zero 
rnatrix. The same holds for Y:, Y:, Y$ Y:;, Y:;. Y: and Y:;. Hence 
and the lemma holds. 
One consequence is rhat any Schur idempotent of .\il. has one of the followiug 
two forms: 
W e  need the next two lemmas to  anatomize the Schur idempotents with zero 
off-diagonal blocks. 
Lemma 6.2.2 Let (A. B )  be invertible Jones pair vrith -4 symmetric. If JI E x4. 
then 
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lluhiplying each sides by 1 . 4  gives 
By Lemma 4.2.3. we have 5.4 = SB ABrSe-1 . Replacing A.,, -, S., LJ- 
-YB A -YB-, on each side yields 
The matrix B is type II. therefore B-' = n-'B(-IT and the above is equitalent to 
So the first equation of the lemma follows. 
Let St = @B(-l(-\f) and 
hlultiplying bot h sides by -3.4. 
By Corobry 2.3.2 (d) on 0-4 ,B~( .4)  = B*. we pet = -y&4-i-y.4~ and 
So the second equation of the lemma holds. 
Lemma 6.2.3 Let (-4. B )  be an inuedible Jones pair urdh -4 qmn~et7-ic.  If .\! lies 
in .V4,g and S lies in . t , ; l ,B~, then the followtng are equivalent: 
Proof. First note that by Theorem 3.8.5 (a). rve have il\<4.BT = . c : ~ , ~  = -4 O . C i .  
Since .L is s p m e t r i c .  .v:4,B is closed under transpose. Therefore J I T .  .yT also 
belong to .\:4.B = . J ! ~ : ~ , ~ T .  
Yow the right-hand side of (a) equals 0-4( -1 ,B(- , r ( -V)T.  After applyiug Lenima3.S.2. 
it becomes 0,4 ,Br( .VT)T.  'ilultiplying each side of (a)  by n-' B~ gives 
which is equivalent to 
Applying the first part of Theorem 3.5.4 to (-4, B )  and its second part to (-4. B ~ ) .  
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we have 
So (a)  is equ iden t  to (b). 
By Theorem 3.8.4. ( b )  can be rewritten as 
rvhich is equal to 
Hence tve have shoan the equimJence of ( b )  and ( c ) .  
Yow we are ready to determine the structure of the matrices in with zero 
off-diagonal blocks. 
Lemma 6.2.4 Let (A.  B )  be an inuertible Jones pair &th -4 qmmetric. The $et 
of matrices 
f * 
F + R  F - R  O O 
F - R  F + R  O O 
O O B - ' F B + R i  B - ' T B - R I  
O O B - 'FB-R i  B- IFB+Ri  
equaii the subspace of .4$ corwistzng matrices with 2n x 2n zero off-diagonal blocb.  
Proof. Suppose 
Z having Y :;' and Y: as eigenvectors for al1 i. j = 1, . . . . n implies 
From the first and the third equalities. rve know that .\.II + S1 = Pl i QI aiid 
-\f2 + .Y? = P2 + Q2. 
By the first equation of Lemma 6.2.2. the second equality in (6.7 1 holds if arid 
only if JI2 + S? = B-'(.lll + .Yl) B. which is true if ive let F = .\II .Y, ) .  
Therefore both the (1.1)- and the (2.2)-blocks of & ( Z )  rqiial O.4( .\Il -r SI 1 .  I t  
is an easy consequence that for i. j = 1.. . . . n. 
are also eigenvectors of 2. and the (1.2)-  and the (2.1)-blocks of O&?) also equal 
@ .4 ( Ml + .\Ol ) . 
Since .\& + :V2 = B-' (Ml + .Yl )B. the second equation of Lemnia 6 2 . 9  with 
JI  = :\II + Y, implies the following 
and 
- ~ 4 . r  - B(-k, O Be, 
1.J 1.3 
-.-kt 0 .-l(-)el 
are eigenvectors of 2. K e  see that both the (3.3)- and the (4.4)-blocks of &(Z)  
are 
mith the last equality implied by Theorem 4.5.2. 
Consider 
d .-le, 0 Be, 
-cf ;le, 0 Be, 
-d-' B(-ITe, o .4(-)c, 
and 
d .-Lei 0 Be, 
-d - l e ,  o Be, 
y'.' = -y;; = ' *J -d-l ~ ( - ) ~ e ,  O . 4 ( - ) ~ )  
The- are eigenvectors of Z if and only if the following hold: 
If ne let R = i(Ml - SI) and RI  = :(JI2 - .y2) then by Lemma 6.2.3. the third 
equation above is equident to 
So the (1.3)-. (2.4)-. (1.4)- and (2.3)-blocks of 8 r + ( Z )  equals 8.4.8(JIi - .Y) = 
-O.~.B( R).
Sotv. consider 
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and 
-d-1 B(- ) e t  O 4 - k ,  
d de, 0 BTe, 
The' are eigenvectors of Z if and only if 
This equati old s because it is equivalent CO Equation (6.S) b ~ .  Leiiiriia 6 2 . 3 .  
So these vectors are indeed eigenvectors of Z and the (3.1 1-. ( 4.2 1-. ! 4.1 i- aiicl 
(3.2)-blocks of O@) equal 
If ive let F = :(Ml + SI). R = !(.\Il - SI) and RI  = $l& - .Y2). theu rhe 
result follows and 
O 
Corollary 6.2.5 Let (-4. B )  be an invertible Jones pair uiith -4 symmetric. Suppose 
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If X . 4  has dimension r. then Lemma 6.2.4 says that the siibspace of .\;. spanned 
by the matrices wit h zero off-diagonal blocks has dimension 2 r .  rufort ii~iatrly. 1vr 
are not able to determine the dimension of the subspace of A;- spanned by the 
matrices with zero diagonal blocks. Lemma 6 . 2 3  describes the structure of ttiis 
subspace. We need the following two lemmas to prove Lemnia G.2.S. 
Lemma 6.2.6 Let -4 and B be n x n type-II ~ a t r i c e s .  Assune further that -4 k 
~ y m r ~ e t r i c .  If JI E .tTdeB then R~ ) = n .\l 'f and oniy rf 
Proof. Since ~ ( - 1 ~  = n B- l . the equality above becomes 
Applying the Exchange Lemma yields 
Taking the transpose of each side. we get 
Lemma 6.2.7 Let -4 be a symmetric matriz. If (-4. B )  b an inurrtibk one-.$idrd 
Jones pair and R 6 .1:4,B then 
Proof. Since -4 is syrnmetric. .C;IaB = -4 O -1; is closed iinder trarispose aiid R' 
belongs to .b:-I.& Applying Theorem 3.S.4. we get 
Hence the first equality follows. 
Similady. applying the same theorem. we get 
So the second equality holds. 
?;ow we are ready t o  examine the matrices of .Ci- with zero diagonal 11loc.k~. 
Lemma 6.2.8 Suppose -4 W a symmetic matriz and (-4. B )  is t u r  irirrrtible Jmws 
pair. Let S be the set of matrices 
O O G + H  G - H  
O O G - H  G + H  
B - ~ G B ~  + s B - ~ G B ~  - H~ O O 
B - ~ G B ~  - Hl B-ICBT + HI O O 
satis fying 
and there e n d  n x n matrices S and Sl such that 
Then S equals the subspace of .V\f consWting matrices with 2n x 2n zero diagonal 
bloch.  
Proot Suppose 
There esists an n x n matris R satisfying the following two equations if and only 
if Y:,). and Y: are eigenvectors of 2. 
By Lemma 6.2.6. Equation (6.9) implies Pi + Qi = JIi + Si = r i - ' & ~ ( R ~ ) .  
Applying Corollary 2.3.2 id). Equation (6.10) is equ iden t  to 
By Lemma 6.2.7. we conclude that 
Yote that the (1.1)- and the (2.2)-blocks of 8 r ( Z )  equal to R. whik its (1.2)- 
and (2.1)-blocks equal -R. 
We know that Ml + .Vl = @ A , B ( n - l ~ T )  lies in and -\12 + X2 = B-l(W1 + 
.VI ) B=. Xow by Corollary 4.5.3, hl2 + !Y2 also belongs to . i t l . B T .  Let RI be the 
matrix such that .\I? f .\i = 0 . 4 . B ~ ( n - ' R r ) .  By Lemma 6.2.6.  this equation is 
equident  to 
Applying the second equation of Lemma 6.2.7 co (-4. B ~ ) .  we get 
Equations (6.1 1) and (6.12) irnply that Y:;>. Y:;. Y :J and Y:; are eigenvec- 
tors of 2. 4Ioreover. the (3.3)- and the (4.4)- blocks of Ois( 2 )  eqiial Ri .  wliile its 
(3.4)- and (4.3)-blocks equal - R i .  
Sow Y L:. Y:. Y!,: and Y:; are eigenvectors of Z if and only if tliere esis t s  
an n x n matris S such that 
which is equivalent to the h s t  equation in the lemma if tve let H = .\fi - Si and 
Hl = hl2 - .L;. The (1.3)- and the (2,4) blocks of 8z(l,') are S. tvhile its (1,4)- 
and (2.3)-biocks Xe -S. 
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Sirnilarly. there exists an n x n matris SI such that 
if and only if Y;):. Y:). Y: and Y: are eigenvectors of 2. The above equations 
are equivalent to the second equation in the lemma. Hence the ( 3 .1  )- and die ( 4 . 2  1 
blocks of Oz( 1.') are Si. while its (3.2)-  and (4.1)-blocks are -SI. 
The lemma folloms after ive let G = .\II + SI. H = .\Il - .Y1 and Hl = .\I? - .\'?. 
In addition. it  is north noting that 
The lemma above describes the matrices in .Ge with zero diagonal blocks. The 
dimension of this subspace of is greater than or equal to the dimension of 
The matrix HI is determined by H. However. we do not understand the conditions 
on H listed in the lemma. We only know t hat ;t;w has dimension at least t hree 
times the dimension of 
Theorem 6.2.9 Suppose (-4. B )  is an invertible Jones pair with -4 qmmetric. Let 
S be the set of matrices of the followlng f o n  
F + R  F - R  G + H  
F - R  F + R  G - H  
B-'GBT + Hl B - ' G B ~  - HI B-lFB i RI B-IFB - RI 
B-lGBT - Hl B-IGBI i Hi B-'FB - Ri B-lFB + Ri 
where F E R E G E H and Hl satisfy the coriditionzr in 
Lemma 6.2.8 and Ri such that 
Then the Nomvra algebra A;. equab S .  O 
Theorem 6.2.10 Let -4 and B be type-II matrices. If -4 is symntetric. theri the 
is a symrnetric spin mode1 with loop variable 2d if and only if (-4. B )  is a n  invertible 
Jones pair. 
Proot Suppose (-4. B) is an invertible Jones pair. If we let F = H = H l  = 0. 
RI = R = d.4 and G = B(-) in Theorem 6.2.9. then we have V E .fi.. 
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Let 
and 
From the proof of Lemma 6.2.1. ive know that 
Moreover. from the proof of Lemma 6.2.S. we have 
So we have &(V)  = 2dl; ( - )  and (V,2&(-)) is therefore an invertible one-sided 
Jones pair. It follows from Lemmas 5.1.1 and 5 - 1 2  that 1 - is iu fact a spin niodel 
ivith loop variable 2d. 
Conversely. if ( 1,: 2 d W ) )  is an invertible Jones pair. rhen 
implies -4 (.-le, 0 Be,) = B,., (.-le, 0 Be,). So (A.  B) is an invertible one-aided Joncs 
pair. Furt hermore. 
implies -4 ( .-le, 0 BTe, ) = B,., ( Ae, 0 Br€,). SO (-4. B T )  is also an invertible one-sitiecl 
Jones pair. Hence (A .  B) is an inwrtible Jones pair. LI 
Theorern 6.2.11 Let (A .  B )  be an invertible Jones pair urith -4 3 t mm.et7-ic. Thetr 
the matrix 
i,* a symmetn'c spin mode1 &th loop variable -2d. Moreover. = O\-.  
Proof Let 
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'iote that 1.' = DVD. By Lemma 2.4.1. ive conclude that .t;-l = A;.. By setring 
F = H = Hi = O. R1 = R = d-4 and G = -B( - )  in Theorem 6.2.9. ive have 
I" E ;\ii*l. Moreover. by the   roof of the previous theorem. we have 
for al1 h. k = 1.. . . .-Ln. So for any .II E .\ii.. ive have O i . t ( J I ) h , k  = @ l . ( - \ f ) h , k .  A s  a 
result. the tivo duality maps O\: and 0p are identical. Further. I " is a spin mode1 
because 
6.3 The Modular Invariance Equation 
In [l]. Bannai asked for a strategy to find four-weight spin models. In this section. 
n e  answer her question. In [3j. Bannai. Bannai and Jaeger used the modiilar 
inxuiance equation to design a method that eshaustively searches for spin niodels. 
Their design relies on the fact that a spin mode1 always belongs to some fornially 
self-dual Bose-Yesner algebra. Since this is usually not the case for the niatrices in 
a four-weight spin model. their method does not apply directly. 
Given an n x n invertible Jones pair ( A .  B). there esist two 411 x -h spin nloclels. 
1' and V t .  with .4 and B(-) as their submatrices. So we can apply Bannai. Bannai 
and Jaeger's met hod to formally self-dual Bose-SIesner algebras on -!II elements. 
hoping to find a symmetric spin model with the same structure as 1 '. Froni I '. ive 
retrieve .4 and B. The algorithm we outline at the end of this section is the ouly 
known strategy to find four-tveight spin models. 
Suppose that (A.  B) is an invertible Jones pair and that A&. is the Somura 
algebra constructed from this pair. We Kant to see how we can recover (A .  B )  
from this algebra. Let A = {Ao. . . . . A,} be the basis of Schur idempotents of 
;Cr\*. Let t? = { Eo. . . . . E, } be the basis of principal idempotents of 3;. such that 
@ I V (  E, ) = -4, and &(A, ) = n ET. Let P be the matrix of eigenvalues with respect 
to this ordering. So if 2' is the matrin representing the transpose map mirh respect 
to A. then P2 = nT. Ziote that the ordering of the matrices in I and the matris 
of eigenvalues depend on the duality map 8\+. 
From Lemma 6.2.1. we can always define two sets of indices 1. J c {O. . . . . rn ) 
sat isfying 
So ~ u J  = {O . . . .  .m) .  
Suppose V = ~ ~ = , t ~ . 4 : .  Then I" = ~ , & 4 ~  - x , E J t J - 4 T .  Define rtvo 
( m  + 1) x ( m  + 1) diagonal matrices DI and Dg as 
and 
By Theorem 5.2.1, since I' is a spin model mith loop variable 2d. ive get 
Similarb since V' is a spin model with loop variable -2d and Op = ai.. we have 
Define DI to be the diagonal rnatrix with its ii-entry equals to t;' if i E Z. 
and zero othertvise. Define D; similady. Then the abow two equations c m  br 
rewri t t en as 
which axe equivaient to 
So Equations (6.14) and (6.15) are necessary conditions on .t;+ for the rsistence 
of the invertible Jones pair (-4. B) where -4 is symmetric. By Lemrna 6.9.1. the 
matrix I2 3 Jz ,  E .\;;p. Ué say that Ai- is the Bose-Mesner algebra of an imprimitire 
association scheme. Xote that it is possible for a formally self-dual Bose-Mesnrr 
ro have more than one duality map. each of which has a corresponding matris of 
eigenvalues. 
Here is the strategy for constructing invertible Jones pairs: 
a. Given a fomally self-dual Bose-Mesner algebra on In elements that contains 
Iz JZ. define I and 3 as in Equation (6.13). 
b. Enumerate its duality maps. 
c.  For each duality map. form the matris of eigenvalues P. 
d. Solve Equations (6.14) and (6.15) for the ti's. 
e. For each solution, compute the matrix V = CiEI t& + zlE9 f&. 
f. Check if it has the same structure as the matris described in Theoreni G.2.10. 
If so. retrieve .-l and B. 
g. k i f y  if (A .  B) is an invertible Jones pair. 
If the formally self-dual Bose-Yesner algebra ive start tvith is not the .\;- con- 
structed from some invertible Jones pair (A.  B). then we have three possibile oitt- 
cornes at each iteration: 
Step (d): We have no solution at this step. 
Step (f): We have a solution at Step (d). But the I n  x -In matris I - constructed 
does not have the desired structure. 
Step (g): The .In x An matris I - has the desired structure. but the pair ( -4. B ) 
retrieved is not an invertible Jones pair. 
Sote that an- invertible Jones pair (A .  B )  with .-! syrnmetric coulcl be found by 
t his method. It follows from Lemma 4.7.3 t hat t his met hod does provide al1 invert- 
ible Jones pairs up to odd-gauge equivalence. Although this method is admit tedly 
quite inefficient. it is al1 rve have. 
6.4 Quotients 
Cp to this point. we have four Bose-Mesner algebras constructed from an invertible 
Jones pair (A. B) where A is symmetric. In this section and the nest one. rve 
examine the relations among these algebras. We surnmarize thern in a picture 
at the end of the next section. They are interesting because the constructions 
in Sections 6.1 and 6.2 are done independently In particular. we have not been 
able to spot any connections or common features berween t hese rivo construct iom. 
However their resulting Bose-Mesner algebras are closely related to each other. 
W e n  -4 is symmetric. we have .-1= = I-2.-112. So ive let C = I and define 
Suppose B is the Bose-Uesner algebra of an association scheme ou 1 1  zleiiiruts. 
Let n = (Ci.. . . .Cr) be a partition of {1.. . . . n}. Define the characteristic niatris 
S of 7 to be the n x r matrix with 
We say n is equitable relative to B if and only if for al1 JI  E B. there esists niatris 
Bu satisfying 
We c d 1  the r x r matrix B.lf the quotient of JI with respect to 7.  K e  nanie the 
set {BLLf : .\l E 8) the quotient of LI with respect to 7. 
Theorem 6.4.1 For i = 1.. . . .n .  let  C, = {i .n  + i} and let a = (CI.. .  .C,,). 
If (-4. B )  U an invertible Jones pair urith -4 symmetn'c. then k the qirotient of 
.\iii.~ with respect to îr. 
Proof. It folloivs from Theorem 6.1.; thac any matris in .\;i-~ c m  be espressed as 
for some F E .& and R E . ' f j 4 , ~ .  The characteristic matris of a is 
and 
So the quotient of &T with respect to r equals .V:+ 
Although we are assuming -4 is symmetric throughout this section. the above 
proof does not require this condition. 
Theorem 6.4.2 For i = 1.. . . .n.2n + 1.. . . . 3 n .  let C, = {i. n + i )  and let  
a = (Ci. . . . . Cn. Czn+i. . . . C3,) If (-4. B) Y an invertible Jones pair with -4 
symmetric. then & is the q-uotient of . V \ p  urith respect to T .  
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Proof. The characteristic matris of 7 is 
Let S be a matris in By Theorem 6.2.9. we have 
for some F E and G E 
Xow F belongs to which equals &:4T. so there esists matris .II in such 
that F = &(JI). By Theorern 4.5.2. B-'FB = B ~ ( A I ) ~ .  Since G E .\i:;,& 
there exists JII E .NinB such that G = @iI.8(.\11). By Lemma 6.2.;.  we know 
B - ~ G B ~  = 0,~.~(;\1:)~- 
So the quotient of .\;;. with respect to ;i is 
rhich equals according to Theorem 6.1.7. 
6.5 Induced Schemes 
We now complete the picture of the relations of the association schemes obtained 
from an invertible Jones pair. 
Suppose A = {-Ao. . . . . &) is an association scheme on n elements. Let 1- be 
a non-empty subset of (1.. . . . n}. For any n x n matris -11. ive use .IIi- to deriote 
the 11-1 x 11-1 matrix obtained from the rows and the columns of JI indesed by the 
elements in 1.. Fve define Au = {(.A&. . . . . If A,? is also an associariou 
scheme. we say it is an induced scheme of A. 
Theorem 6.5.1 If(.4. B )  is an invertible Jones pair. then A l  is an induced scheme 
of .v-\';i. . 
Proof Let Y = (1. . . . . n). The result fo l lo~s  immediately from Theoreni 6.1.7. 
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Theorem 6.5.2 Let .-l be an n x n ~ymmetric matriz. If (A .  B )  is an irwertible 
Jones pair. then A$T i9 an induced scheme of . 
Proot Let 1' = {L.. .2n). D e h e  ( & * ) y  to be the set {JI,; : -11 E .%;a}. By 
Theorem 6.2.10, we have 
F + R  F - R  
F - R  F + R  
By Theorem 6.1.7. Atv+ is spanned by 
for al1 F E A; and R E .C:43. Since -4 is synmetric. boih and are closed 
under the transpose. Therefore R* E and .&T = (.\;a ))-. 3 
The following diagram summarizes the relations among the four Bose-1le'iiit.r 
algebras obtained from an invertible Jones pair (A.  B) wherc -4 ie symiitwiç. 
induced scheme\ / quotient 
6.6 Subschemes 
Sow tve give a stronger version of the trvo theorerns iri the previous sectiori. 
Godsil noticed that if ive let L- = {Un + 1.. . . .-Ln}. then the set of Zn x 211 
matrices of A;- induced by L- also equals . i ic.r.  From this observatioii. Lie spot ted 
a subscheme of Xi. which is a union of two copies of &T. This fact is stronger 
than Theorem 6.5.2. It turns out that similar situation happens to .\:;\p. which ive 
describe below . 
Suppose B is the Bose-Mesner algebra of some association scheme A. If B' c 8 
is also a Bose-Mesner algebra, we c d  its corresponding association scheme the 
subscheme of A. 
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Lemma 6.6.1 Let L- = ( 2 n  +- 1.. . . .-ln}. Then the set 
s = {JI[. : .\r E 
equals &p. 
Proof. From Lemma 6.2.4. we see that S is the span of 
Since .li; = .l;r = .\;T = .&. we have B- 'FB E .!A by Tlieormi 3.5.3 (d l .  
.\foreover. part ! a )  of the same rheorem implies that RI E . \ : 4 ~ .  Conseciiirritly. I!- 
Theorem 6.1.;. ive conclude that S and .\;c.r are equal. 5 
Now ive defîne to be the set of -ln x 472 matrices having the forin 
F + R  F - R  O 
F - R  F + R  
O O J ,  J,, 
O O J,, J" 
Jn Jn O O 
Jn Jn O O 
Theorem 6.6.2 The space 8' spanncd by the matrices in &{Ĵ) U a Bose-Mesner 
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algebra contained in .\;. . 
Proof. It is straightforward to show that this space is a coniniutati\-ta algebra 
containing Id,  and J4,. and it is also closed under the Schur product and transpose. 
a 
Note that if Ai:4 has dimension r. then B' has dimension U r  i 1. 
Similady. if we let = { n  + 1. . . . . 'Ln}. then . C i  equals the set of matrices 
1 : 1 E . Moreowr. if Eo. . . . . Er-, is the basis of principal idempotents 
of Ji'+ then the following set is a subscheme of Sic- with r classes: 
6.7 Dimension Two 
In this section. we look at the simplest kind of invertible Jones pairs. 
CVe define the dimension of a Jones pair ( -4. B) to be the dimensiou of .\:4.B. 
and we define the degree of ( A .  B )  to be the number of distinct entries of B. If 
B is invertible. then the degree of (A.  B) is at least two. lloreover. the miniber 
of distinct entries of B equals the number of eigendues of A. and -4 E . L i B B .  
Therefore the dimension of (-4. B) is greater than or equal to its degree. In the 
following. we consider invertible Jones pairs of dimension two. 
Lemma 6.7.1 If (A. B )  is an n x n invertible Jones pair of dimension two. then 
B = a ( J  - Y) + b N I  where .V zs the incidence matrix of some qmrnetric design. 
Proof. Let B = a( J - X )  + b X  for some 01-matrix N and some non-zero scalars u 
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and 6. By Corollary 6.1.4. 
which implies 
Since .Cic* is closed under niatris multiplication. ire have 
By Theorem 6.1.7. ive know that .WT belongs to AL. Since .CL = dini .l:4,B have 
dimension two. .V4 equals to the span of { 1. J } .  Therefore ive can w i t e  
for some integers X and k. As a result. .V is the incidence matrix of a syrnmetric 
(n .  P. A)-design. 
This lemma is a weaker version of Bannai and Sawano's result [-LI. The' showed 
that S is the incidence matris of a symmetric design whose derivecl design with 
respect to any block is a quasi-symmetric design. 
Later, Godsil showed that if .4 is an n x n symmetric matrix and (-4. B) is an 
invertible Jones pair of dimension two. then -4 cornes from a regular trw-graph. -4 
regular twegraph is a symmetric matrix M that satisfies the folloiving conditions: 
(a )  aU diagonal entries of .ll are zero and dl off-diagonal entries of J I  are equal to 
k1. and 
( b ) JI has quadrat ic minimal polynornial. 
Soiv ive give Godsil's argument. 
Lemma 6.7.2 If -4 is an n x n symmetric matnx and (-4. B )  is a n  rtivertible Jotres 
pair of dimension two. then .4 = c l  + d J I .  where J I  CS a regdar two-graph. 
Proof. By Theorem 3.8.5 (a).  ive have .4 0.4 E A;. Since .\.; equals to the spau of 
{I. J). t here esist non-zero scalars a and b such that -4 o -4 = ci I + b( .J - I i. Hrlice 
for sorne symmetric matrix .LI such that JI 0 I = O and .II o .II = J - 1. So the 
off-diagonal entries of .LI equal to f 1. 
Yoreover. since has dimension two. the minimal polynornial of -4 is quadratic. 
-4s a result. 31 also has 
graph. 
When (-4. B) is an n 
L . . . 
quadratic minimal polynomial. and so it is a regular two- 
x n invertible Jones pair of dimension two. then B comes 
trom a symmetric design on n points. From such design. ive can coust ruct a bipartite 
distance regular graph on Zn vertices ivith diarneter three. Theorem 6.1.; tells us 
that & is the Bose-Mesner algebra of this graph. Furthermore. if .-l is symmetric. 
then -4 comes from a regular two-graph .II. By the same t heorem. ive see t hat .CLVr 
is the Bose-'rlesner algebra of the association scherne associated to M. For more 
information on twegraphs. please see Seidel's survey in [25]. 
6.8 Unfinished Business 
Ive believe Jones pairs are the natural way to view problems on spin niockls and 
four-weight spin models. We hope to extend their existing theory using .lories pairs. 
In a narroiver scope. we feel that our results have great potential for estensiona. 
Sow we propose several research problems. 
Firstlc from Theorem 6.2.9. Ive how that the dimension of A;, is boiinded 
between 3r and 3r + n ivhere r is the dimension of - C i .  né conjecture that 
If we c m  determine the dimension of then we can limit otir searcli for fotir- 
weight spin models to the formally self-dual Bose-Mesner algebras having the right 
dimension. In order to prove this. we need to better understand the corditions in 
Lemma 6.2.5 and the interactions among .C. .\i:4.B and .\ilsB. 
Secondly. given an invertible Jones pair (-4. B). ive get a link intariant. But we 
also get a link invariant from the 4n x -Ln symmetric spin models constructed froni 
(A.  B). It is natural to ask for the relations betmeen these ttvo link invariants. 
Further. we want to investigate more thoroughly the ttvo constructions described 
in this chapter. In particular. we would like to understand why the resulting So- 
mura algebras relate to each other in such interesting fashion. In addition. we 
want t O examine ot her knotm constructions for possible estensions. Sornura's con- 
struction of the symmetric and non-spmetric Hadamard spin models. described 
in Section 5.5. is a good candidate. 
In Section 6.7. tve have studied invertible Jones pairs of dimension tivo. The 
next open case is the invertible Jones pairs of dimension three. On the other hand. 
Jaeger characterized the three-dimensional Bose-Mesner algebras that contain spin 
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models. 'I he characterizarion of syrnrnetric Bose-Mesner algebras of diniension four 
that contain spin models still remains open. This case corresponds to a special çlass 
of invertible Jones pairs of dimension four. so any results on these Jones pairs nia!- 
help solving this open case. 
Lastly. we have designed Jones pairs in an attempt to answer Joues' question 
in [KI. Hotvever we have not been able to answer his question yet . One obstaclc 
is that there are ver- few Jones pairs where the matrices are not type II. Here w1.r 
ask for new examples of non-invertible Jones pairs that are not tensor protlucts of 
existing Jones pairs. 
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